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APPRECIATION PLAQuE — John C. "Jack" Winter I right), who retired this year after 31 yea
rs of service to Murray
State University, holds a plaque presented to him during a concert in his honor Wednesday eve
ning on the campus. Dr.
Constantine W. Curris (center), university president, made the presentation in behalf of the 
College of Creative Expres-
sion to show appreciation to Winter for his two years as acting dean of the college in 1977-78 and 1978-79. Also shown is Dr.
Joe N. Prince, dean of the college. A reception followed the concert by the Faculty Brass Quintet.
Photo by Kathy McGrew
BOWLED OVER (ALMOST) — Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of the College of
Creative Expression at Murray State University, smiles in surprise as he shows
off a ceramic bowl presented to him Wednesday evening at a reception on the
campus. Prince, who has resigned effective Dec. 15 to become director of the
Artists-in-Schools Program of the National Endowment for the Arts, was
presented the bowl, a matted proclamation, and a plaque in recognition and ap-
preciation of his 10 years as a dean at Murray State from 1969 through 1979.
Members of the college planned the surprise ceremony as part of a reception
following a concert. Photo By Kathy McGrew
Dares U.S. To Impose Economic Blockade
Khomeini Says Carter Is
Trying To 'Take Over' Iran
By MAUREEN JOHNSON
Associated Press Writer
TEHRAN, Iran I AP) — Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini, daring the United
States to impose an economic blockade
against his regime, declared today that
President Carter is trying to "take
over" Iran and told Americans they
should "remove Carter from the
political scene."
"The nation of America should know
that they should not vote for Carter
because Carter has betrayed
America," the Iranian leader declared
in a speech to Moslem students.
Khomeini also blamed Carter's
"spies" for the uprising of Iranian
Turks in the northwestern region of
Azerbaijan. In Azerbaijan today,
leaders of the dissidents controlling the
city of Tabriz rebuffed a peace
delegation sent by Khomeini.
The situation of the U.S. hostages in
the American Embassy in Tehran
remained unchanged on their 37th day
in captivity. A U.N. spokesman said
Gregory Forbes Gets
Rotary Fellowship
Gregory A. Forbes of Murray, a
senior agriculture major at Murray
State University, has been awarded a
graduate fellowship by The Rotary
Foundation for a year of study in
Argentina.
Forbes, 25, formerly of danton, Ohio,
will study agriculture at the Univer-
sided Nacional de Cuyo in Mendoza,
Argentina, beginning in March. 1981.
He is the son of Mr. and Mr Ronald
Forbes of Canton, Ohio.
Rotary Foundation awards un-
derwrite the full cost of study abroad,
paying for intensive language in-
struction, travel, lodging, and food, in
addition to tuition, books, and
laboratory fees.
One of more than 1,000 young men
and women , worldwide who recently
received educational awards totaling
more than $12.8 million from The
Rotary Foundation, Forbes was
sponsored by the Murray Rotary Club,
one of more than 18,000 clubs in 152
countries and geographical regions.
Forbes, who has a minor in Spanish,
lived in Mexico eight weeks in 1975 and
in Spain four months in 1978. His
education includes some part-time
study at Austin Peay State University
In Clarksville, Tenn.
The Rotary Foundation indicates that
the objective of its educational awards
and charitable activities is "to further
understanding and friendly relations
Brown Is One Day Away From
Becoming State's 55th Governor
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — John Y.
Brown Jr. is one day away from
becoming Kentucky's 55th governor,
and the plans he and his inaugural
committee have made should keep
most visitors to the state capital oc-
cupied until well past sundown.
Brown and the national celebrities he
and his wife, Phyllis, attract have
generated a certain measure of in-
creased interest in a city that is ac-
customed to the changing of power
every four years.
Singer Andy Williams, a longtime
Brown friend, will be grand marshal of
the inaugural parade Tuesday. And
four Dallas Cowboy cheerleaders will
be on hand as well. A Brown spokesman
said the cheerleaders were invited
because Texas is Mrs. Brown's home
state.
Nationally known Kentuckians
Muhammed All, Harland Sanders and
Foster Brooks also are to take part in
the ceremonies
Several free public inaugural events
are scheduled, beginning with a 9 a.m.
F_ST worship service at the Walnut
Street Baptist Church in Louisville.
Then at noon, the inaugural parade
begins along Capitol Avenue.
Also at noon, a private brunch is
scheduled at the Frankfort Country
Club for Brown campaign workers.
About 2,000 people are expected to
attend.
Mrs. Brown will hold a family Bible
that belonged to Brown's late mother
when he is sworn in at 2 p.m. by Chief
Justice John Palmore on the steps of
the state Capitol.
The ceremony will be followed by a
private reception at 3 p.m. for family
and close friends, about 60 couples, at
the Orlando Brown House.
The state reception begins at the
Capitol at 7 p.m., followed an hour later
by the Grand March and Inaugural Ball
at the Capitol Rotunda.
The new governor and first lady will
have the first dance of the ball after
leading the grand march down the




The Calloway County High School
speech team suffered its first loss of the
season at the 11th annual Ruby Krider
Invitational Speech Tournament last
weekend at Paris, Tenn.
Clarksville High School won the event
with 76 points while the Lakers totalled
75.
Chris Taylor and Dale Finney placed
second in debate and Danny Lamb took
a second in extemporaneous speaking.
Calloway team members competing
in the final round included Meleah
Paschall and Jenise Boys, ex-
temporaneous speaking; Mike Jackson
and Marcia Cunningham, original
oratory; and Sandy Jeffrey, humorous
Interpretation.
The Laker team, coached by Larry
England, will be idle until after the
Christmas holiday.
Capitol.
Music will be provided by the
Lexington Philharmonic and the
Trendells.
At 8:30 p.m., a private reception is
scheduled at the Capital Plaza and at 9
p.m., the inaugural concert gets under
way at the Capital Plaza Convention
and Sports Center. The concert, open to
the public, will feature Tom T. Hall and
Boots Randolph.
At 10, the Browns will host a private




The Murray Independent Board of
Education will hold a special meeting
on Tuesday, Dec. 11, at the Murray
High School library.
The meeting will follow a board
forum with the MHS faculty from 7 to
8:30 p.m. The only agenda item relates
to personnel.
among people of different nations."
A characteristic of the educational
awards is that the recipient has op-
portunities to speak to Rotary clubs, as
well as other groups, in his study
country and his home country.
Applicants for the educational
awards are evaluated on their am-





The Murray Downtown Merchants
Association is providing free tran-
sportation during the Christmas season
to the downtown area through the use of
the Murray-Calloway County Transit
System buses.
This service is open to senior citizens
or anyone else who would like to ride
the bus in order to do their Christmas
. shopping, according to Gary Rowland,
president of the association.
Pickups will be made at 10 a.m.
Mondays and Fridays at the Hazel
Center; at 2:30 p.m. Tuesdays at the
Ellis Center; at 12:30 p.m. Thursdays
at the Hardin Center; at 12:45 p.m.
Thursdays at the Dexter center; and at
1:30 p.m. Fridays at the Douglas
center.
Those wishing to ride the bus should
be at the pickup points at the appointed
times. They will be given two hours to
shop. The bus will then pick the riders
up at the two bus stops- the Bank of
Murray and Parker's Food Market —
and return them to their original point.
Secretary-General Kurt Wahiheim was
sending the foreign minister of Sri
Lanka to visit the hostages.
In the Netherlands today, the United
States presented its case against Iran to
the International Court of Justice in
The Hague. Iran boycotted the court
session.
U.S. Attorney General Benjamin R.
Clviletti told the world court he was
addressing it in "restrained anger
because 50 of my countrymen are in
peril of their lives and are suffering as I
speak."
The United States is asking the court
to find that Iran committed "grave
violations" of international law in the
seizure of the embassy and hostages
Nov. 4, and wants the 15 judges to issue
an order to the Khomeini regime to free
the hostages.
Iranian Foreign Minister Sadegh
Ghotbzadeh says Iran will set up its
own international panel to investigate
"practically all" of the hostages for
spying.
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Vance
sent a request to The Hague asking that
the world court issue an immediate
appeal for the hostages' release,
pending a final judicial finding.
Vance today conferred with British
officials in London to try to enlist their
support for joint economic retaliation if
Iran refuses to ft ee the Americans.
"We are not frightened of economic
blockades," Khomeini said today.
"America should remove Carter from
its political scene.... He disgraced
America in the world, he mobilized
Moslems against America, this Carter.
Carter does not deserve to be the
president of America. The nation of
America should know that they should
not vote for Carter because Carter has
betrayed America."
The Moslem clergyman-
revolutionary contended that U.S.
agents fighting a "holy war for Carter"
were responsible for the disturbances
in Tabriz.
In a day of hard fighting there Sun-
day, Khomeini's supporters recaptured
the radio station and governor's
mansion but could not hold them.
Khomeini's Revolutionary Council
sent Finance Minister Abolhassan
Bani-Sadr and two other Council
members, Ayatollah Mahdavi Kani and
Ezxatollah Sahabi, to Tabriz to try to
end the 5-day-old rebellion by the
Turkish-speaking Azaris, the fourth of
Iran's ethnic minorities to take armed
action in support of their demands for
autonomous home rule.
Although the locally powerful
Moslem People's Party said it would
not receive the delegation, Beni Sadr
was quoted as saying they would try to
meet with university staff members,
merchants and workers.
The Turks seized the local radio
station, the governor's mansion and the
airport Thursday. Local army units
were reported siding with the rebels.
Early Sunday revolutionary guards
recaptured the governor's mansion,
and some 4,000 Khomeini supporters
prayed at the university near the
broadcast station, then rushed and
seized it from 20 to 30 armed Turks.
Hundreds of Turks shouting "Death
to Khomeini!" marched on the station,
and the Khomeini forces opened fire.
Tens of thousands of Turks and local
army units joined the march, rushed
the hilltop station and retook it.
Rebel leaders said six of their people
were killed, some 60 were wounded and
six of Khomeini's revolutionary guards
were taken prisoner.
The Turks seized the local radio
station, the governor's mansion and the
airport Thursday.
Mr. And Mrs. Santa
Claus Tq Visit In
Park Thursday Night
Mr. and Mrs. Santa Claus will visit
with youngsters in the Murray-
Calloway County Park on Thursday,
Dec. 13, between the hours of 5 and 8
Parents may bring their children to
talk with Santa and Mrs. Claus, who
will be inside the old courthouse at the
park. An instant camera will be set up,
and pictures may be obtained at a
nominal fee.
The park is sponsoring the visit of the
North Pole residents as part of this
year's "Christmas in the Park"
program.
Three Persons Die Sunday
In West Kentucky Shootings
By The Associated Press
Three persons are dead from
shootings Sunday in Caldwell and
Marshall counties in west Kentucky.
An argument Sunday afternoon at a
residence 8 miles east of Dawson
Springs led to the gunshot deaths of two
persons and the husband of one of the
victims was jailed.
Caldwell County Sheriff James Jones
said Alva Redden, 50, was accused of
killing Ford Jackson, 66, after Jackson
Vocational School Project
To Be Considered In Budget
A $937,000 expansion project at the
Murray Area Vocational Education
Center is 11th in priority of 12 con-
struction projects to be considered in
the upcoming biennial budget. The
priorities were established by the State
Board for Occupational Education.
Post-secondary vocational programs
ranked ahead of those serving high
school students.
Highest priority went to a $3 million
expansion of the Elizabethtown State
Vocational-Technical School.
Second priority went to a new $4.9
million state vocational technical
school at Morehead.
The other projects approved by the
board, in order of priority, are:
—Ashland State Vocational-
Technical School, a $3 million ex-
pansion.
—Hazard State Vocational-Technical
School, $3 million expansion.
—Henderson County Area Vocational
Education Center, $857,000 expansion.
—Union County Area Vocational
Education Center, $2.6 million ex-
pansion.
—Elliott County High School
Vocational Education Department, $2.1
million expansion.
—Nelson County Area Vocational
Education Center, $1.1 million ex-
pansion.
—Grant County High School
Vocational Education Department, VI
million expansion.
—Russell County Area Vocational
Education Center, $656,000 expansion.
—Murray Area Vocational Education
Center, $937,000 expansion.
—Jackson County High School
Vocational Education Department, $2.1
million expansion.
inside today
killed Redden's wife, Geneva, at the
Redden home.
Jones said an argument developed
apparently after a handgun fell out of
Jackson's pocket. Mrs. Redden told
him to put away the weapon but
Jackson refused and in the argument
shot and killed the woman, according to
the sheriff. The officer said Redden
grabbed a shotgun and allegedly shot
Jackson three times.
Redden was jailed at Princeton
pending the filing of formal charges.
A disturbance in the Taturnville
section of Marshall County left one man
dead and another in the hospital.
The report from the State Police post
at Mayfield said when Deputy Sheriff
Leroy Henderson arrived at a
residence, he found a man and woman
struggling over a gun. The man cwung
his gun at Henderson who fired.
Police said the victim was Mark
Frederick Roy, 28, of Gilbertsville.
An occupant of the residence, Philip
Bohannon, had been wounded earlier
and was taken to a hospital.
The Murray State Racers lost their bid to travel to the
national I-AA football championship when Lehigh Univer-
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sunny and warm
Sunny and unseasonably warm
this afternoon and Tuesday.
Highs this afternoon and Tuesday
in the low to mid 60s. Clear and
mild tonight. Lows in the low to
mid 40s.
Wednesday through Friday:
Chance for showers Wednesday
and again Friday. Highs will be
in the 50s on Wednesday and in
the 40s on Thursday and Friday.
Lows will be mostly in the 30s.
PAGE! THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Monday, December 111, 1979
HEALTH
Unsafe, insane weight loss
Lawrence E. Lamb. M.D
DEAR DR. LAMB — What
do you think of this diet°
Roast beef with all the fat.
hamburger meat — very fat.
tuna in oil she eats the oil), all
the eggs you can eat, chicken.
lots of butter and mayonnaise
For example. she eats ground
hamburger and adds four or
five eggs, fries it in lots of
butter and puts it on the plate
with a big chunk of butter on
top and loads of mayonnaise
all over it. She eats it grease
and all — no sugar or salt
She's not allowed any.
breads, fruits or vegetables.
no milk, coffee, tea. etc. She's
been on this diet for over a
month and has lost 25 pounds.
She was told to stay on it six
more weeks.
She takes a diuretic, potas-
sium and vitamins daily. I
don't think this is a sensible
diet. It was doctor prescribed.
He said eat all the eggs you
want, there's no cholesterol.
DEAR READER — I really
don't care where it came from
111M11•111MIMMIIIMIIIMmommon
tonite's movies

























East Wood Clinic, P.C.
1323 East Wood St.
Paris, Tennessee
Announces That
Samuel G. McCaskill, Jr.
M.D.







— it's a terrible diet. First,
it's grossly deficient in calci-
um. Since she's taking a
diuretic as well as not con-
suming any carbohydrates.
she must have washed out a
lot of salt and with it, would
have lost some important
minerals that affect how the
heart functions. That also
means losing a lot of body
water which may be how she
has lost pounds.
It's just this kind of dietary
nonsense that got people into
trouble with the liquid protein
diet. Eggs do have a lot of
cholesterol in them. The high
fat content in the diet that you
described would increase the
absorption of the cholesterol
as well.
It's true that you can lose
weight on some of these ridic-
ulous diets but it's usually
beca4se the total calories in
the food have been restricted.
If you don't decrease the calo-
ries taken in or don't increase
the calories used, there's no
way that .you'll lose calories
of fat. Those people who lose
part of their initial weight
from washing out normal
body water or dehydrating the
system are not losing fat. The
water loss can be dangerous.
To give you a better idea on
some of these ridiculous diets.
I'm sending you The Health
Letter number 2-2, Low Car-
bohydrate Diet Fads. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a long,
stamped, sejf-addressed enve-
lope for it. Send your request
to me. in care of this newspa-
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio City
Station New York, NY 10019.
There are many ways to
lose weight. Some of them
aren't very safe. The only safe
and sane way to lose weight is
to go on a well-balanced, reg-
ular diet combined with a sen-
sible exercise program. The
adjustment in lifestyle should
be permanent. The weight loss
should be slow and gradual.
In the. process a person
learns to eat properly and live
properly so that he can avoid
obesity. Crash diets are the
ones that usually cause the
most trouble. The more odd-
ball a diet is. the shorter
length of time a person should
be on it if he wishes to main-
tain his health.
Excessive loss of water or
salt or both can cause a per-
son to be fatigued. It can
cause mental confusion and
disorientation. This is some-
times mistaken as senility
when it happens in an older
person. Salt and water distur-
bances, particularly potassi-
um salt loss, can contribute to
serious heart irregularities.
That is apparently one factor
in the deaths from the liquid





When you're out Christmas shopping,
treat yourself to a slice
of our famous Hol Fudge Cake.
You'll love it, especially with a
piping hot cup of Jerry's coffee.
Offer expires December 31. 1979.




 Events For Community Calendar
Moaday, Dec. 19
Murray Chapter of
Recovery, Inc., will meet with
other area chapters for a
Christmas potluck dinner at
6:30 p.m. at the First
Presbyterian Church, Seventh
and Jefferson, Paducah,'
Murray Unit of the National
Hairdressers will meet at 8
p.m. at DeVantes. Each one is
asked to bring a white
elephant gift.
American Legion and
Legion Auxiliary will have a
Christmas potluck dinner at
6:30 p.m. at the Legion Hall
Bread, drinks, and meat will
be furnished. Each is to bring
a dessert and covered dish.





will meet at 7:30 p.m. in Room
101, Faculty Hall, Murra
State University. The public is
invited.
Murray-Calloway County
'Theatre Board of Directors
will meet at 7 p.m. at the
library.
Newly formed vocal en-
semble at Murray State
University, the Madrigal
Singers, will present its first
concert at 8:15 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Northside Baptist Church
Young Women will meet with
Janet Marvin at 7 p.m.
Play, "Our Town." will be
presented by Murray High
School Speech and Theatre
Department at 8 p.m. at the
University School Auditorium.
Sigma Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have a
"Christmas Tasting Party" at
7:30p.m. at the club house.
Holliday, Dec. le
Murray State University fall
finals are scheduled to begin
today.
Tuesday, Dec. 11
Christmas Musical will be
presented by the fourth grade,
directed by Linda Stalls, at the
meeting of the East Calloway
Elementary School Parent-
Teacher Club at 7 p.m. at the
school.
Carter School PTA will hear
a program by the fourth grade
chorus, directed by Joan
Bowker, at 7 p.m. in the
Carter gym.
RA Bike-A-Than for Lottie
Moon offering will be held by
First Baptist Church RAs.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-4875 or 759-
1792.
Ladies Barbershop Har-
mony Group will meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian Church
Educational Building.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, is scheduled to
meet at 7 p.m. at Ordway Hall.
For information phone 762-
6851.
Singles Unlimited is
scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. at
the First United Methodist
Church.
A household shower for
Dwaine and Nan Rogtrs who
lost their, home and contents
by fine will be held from 2 to 7
p.m. at the Antioch Church of
Christ near Browns Grove.
Esther Class of Memorial
Baptist Church will have its
Christmas dinner at 6 p.m.
Murray Art Guild will be
open from 1 to 4 p.m.
Carter PTA To Hear
Fourth Grade Chorus
The Fourth Grade Chorus, cirected by Joan Bowker, will
present a special program a: the meeting of the Carter
School Parent-Teacher Association on Tuesday, Dec. 11, at 7
p.m. at the Carter gym.




The Murray Woman's Club is conducting a special sale of
its latest edition of its own cookbook which sells for $4 each
and for "The Glorious Goober" donated by Mrs. Cornelius
Vanderbilt Whitney which sells for $2.05 each, according to
Frances Galloway, general finance chairman of the Murray
Club.
Mrs. Galloway said club members are at the downtown
branches of the Bank of Murray and the Peoples Bank to pro-
mote the sale of the books. The books are also on sale at the
Calloway County Public Library, and may be obtained from
any member of the Murray Woman's Club.
Christmas Potluck Luncheon Is
Planned By Harris Grove Club
A Christmas potluck lun-
cheon • will be held by the
Harris Grove Homemakers
Club on Wednesday, Dec. 12,
at 11 a.m. at the home of Mrs
Julie Janecek.
Mrs. James Dixon,
president, urges all members
to attend.
The November meeting was
held at the home of Mrs. Otto
Hicks with Jessie Marler of
The Lemon Tree preparing a
healthful meal and demon-
strating a vibrator. Mrs
Hicks served cherry pie, ice
cream, and coffee.
Lessons were presented by
Mrs. Janececk on "Etiquette
Today" and by Annie Lou
Jones and Margaret Taylor on




Mrs. Marvin Parks read the
landscape notes saying that
after frost is the time to
prepare cannas, dahlias,
tuberoses, begonias, etc.
Group singing was led by
Mrs. Harry Ray. Mrs. Howard
Wendt distributed information
on "Food." Mrs. Carman
D'Angelo gave the devotion
and the group repeated The
Lord's Prayer. Reports were
given by Mrs. Frankie Adams,
secretary, and Mrs. A. J.
Sakelson, treasurer.
Three guests present were
Mrs. Maebelle Byers, Mrs.
Julie Adkinson, and Mrs. H. S.
Wrather with the latter




Dismissed Nov. 27 from the
Marshall County Hospital,
Benton, was Larry Bohannon
of Kirksey.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Deborah L. King of Murray
Route 5 was dismissed Nov. 15
'from the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
PATIENT AT MAY FIELD
Dismissed Nov. 20 from the
Community Hospital,
Mayfield, was Eddie Shane
Ellis of Murray.
NOTICE
The City of Murray will hold a public hearing
at 7:00 p.m. on Thursday December 20, 1979 in
the Council Chambers at City Hall in Murray,
Kentucky. The purpose of the meeting is to in-
form the public of funds available to the City
through the Urban Development Action Grant
Program, to state the range of activities that
may be undertaken, and to encourage and ob-
tain the views of the citizens.'
Tuesday, Dec. 11
Lydian Class of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
have a Christmas supper at
Seven Seas at 6 p.m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Ava Watkins at 6:30 p.m.
Murray State Men's Racer
Basketball team will play
Arkansas State at MSU Sports
Arena at 7:30 p.m.
Voice recital by Toby
Roberts, Madisonville, will be
held at 8:15 p.m. in the Farrell
Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University.
Art exhibit by Murray State
University Housing Program
will be held in Hart Hall lobby
from 6 to 8 p.m.
Calloway County High
School Choirs will sponsor a
candlelit 15th century banquet
at the high school cafeteria at
6:30 p.m. Tickets are $6.50 for
each guest.
Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Woodfin
Hutson, 1101 Sycamore, at 10
a.m. with 0. B. Boone, Jr., to
give the program: IV with
Mrs. Dan McKeel, 1500 Henry,
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Bailey
Gore to give the program.
•
Alice Waters, Bessie
Tucker, and Maryleona Frost
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women Will
meet with Mrs. Jim Garrison
at9:30a.m.
Murray Lions Club will
meet at 6:30 p.m. at the
Murray High School cafeteria.
Second night of play, "Our
Town," sponsored by Murray
High School Speech and
Theatre Department, will be
at 8 p.m. at the University
School Auditorium.
Tuesday, Dec. 11
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Temple.
Senior Citizens Groups will
meet as follows: Dexter at
Dexter Center, Murray at
Ellis Center, and Hazel at
Hazel Center, all at 10 a.m.;




scheduled to meet at




Faith Doran Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet at the
church at 2 p.m.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
First United Methodist
Church will be at Sirloin
Stockade at 7 a.m.
, Group III of First Baptist
Church Women will meet with
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart at 2
p.m.
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
with Gladys Sue Carlin; New
Providence with Helen Claud
at 10 a.m..; Coldwater with
Mrs. Freelan Youngblood at
12 noon; Countryside for
breakfast at a.m.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet with Enuna
Knight at 1:30 p.m. for the
Christmas program.
Mothers' Morning Out wiH
be, at the First United
Methodist Church at 9 a.m.
Wednesday. Dec. 12
Prayer and Youth
Organizations will meet at 7
p.m. at Sinking Spring Baptist
Church.
Art Exhibit by Murray State
UniversitY Housing Program
will continue from 6 to 8 p.m.
at Hart Hall Lobby.
Wednesday, Dec. 12
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: New Concord
at Sirloin Stockade at 11:30
a.m.; Pottertown at Colonial
House Smorgasbord at 10
a.m.; Harris (;rove with Julie
Janerek at 11 a.m.; Pacers
and New Frontier, places not
announced.
Christmas Ball, sponsored
by Murray State Universit
Housing Programming
Council, will be held at 8 p.m
in the Jaycee Civic Center,
Highway 121 North. .
Community-wide Prayer
Service in response to the
Iranian Crisis will be held at




public is urged to attend. •
Annual Ladies Da)
Christmas luncheon will be
held at 12 noon at the Murray
Country Club with Brenda
Marquardt and Jan Wilson as
chairmen of the hostesses.
Bridge will be at 9:30 a.m.
Program of performances
by students in the Department
of Music, Murray State
University, is scheduled to
start at 12:30 p.m. in the
Recital Hall. Fini Arts Annex,
MSU.
Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan'
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet with Barbara Erwin at
6:30 p.m.
Lynn Grove United.
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m.
Activities : by the Hazel
Senior Citizens will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Hazel
Community Center with lunch
at 11:45 a.m. 
Lunch for Senior Citizens
will be served at 12 noon at the
Douglas Community Center
with a program by the
Calloway Public Library.
DENTURES
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists




MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS: 901-346-2514
JACKSON: 901-668-7460
CALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
IN TENNESSEE OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
1-800-392-3876 1-800-238-3973
Big Pm-Christmas Sale
20% OFF EVERYTHING IN THE STORE
(EXCEPT CRAFT ITEMS)
V Dinnerware & Acc. Pieces
',Crystal & Wine Sets





Open Late Fri. 8 Sat. Nights
1-6 Sunday Nights Until Christmas




































































































DEAR ABBY: Last year you printed a letter from a young
lady who was discouraged about the attitude of family and
friends about Christmas. She said all they thought about
v.as presents and big dinners, so she considered taking a
room in a hotel for the day, but it was too costly.
It V. as a very fine column. Please print it again.
V.L.H. IN ATLANTA
DEAR V.: Here it is:
DEAR ABBY: I'm having a hard time deciding what to do
for Christmas. I live about 40 miles from my parents' home,
but I don't want to go home for Christmas because it is a
depressing time for me. My parents go to church regularly,
but they don't act like good Christians. All Christmas means
to them is a pretty tree, lots of presents and good food. But
it means so much more to me.
I don't want to stay where I live because the people I live
with have the same attitude about Christmas. It's all
presents and food. Most of my friends are expecting a gift
from me and I can't afford any.
I was thinking of leaving town for the day, but I can't af-
ford a hotel room,
Can you give me some advice on what to do? I hate this
time of year. It's so depressing!
YOUNG AND UNHAPPY
DEAR YOCNG: Get in Luuch with a nursing home, a
veterans' hospital or a children's institution, and offer to
isit those who have no one to visit them. You don't need to
bring presents. Just bring a cheerful attitude, a happy face
and a willingness to listen and chat awhile.
Offer to write letters, read, make a phone call or run an
errand.
When yoo do something for someone else, it's impossible
to feel depressed. Try it; it really works. Then write to me
and tell me what kind of Christmas you had. I care.
DEAR ABBY: I've read letters in your column year after
year from parents who are -furious- because Grandma
sends their children money for Christmas tor Hanukkah/ in-
stead of a gift. ---
I agree that a check (regardless of size( means very little
to a child, so this is how we handle it in our family:
Some time before the holiday. Grandma (also Great 
Grandma'sends a check to the child's mother. Mother then
buys an appropriate gift, has it gift-wrapped, and encloses a
card "From Grandma.-
This arrangement works well because:
• Grandma may not be physically able to shop.
• Grandma (if she lives far away( may not know what the
child needs. And she probably doesn't know what size to
buy.
• Sometimes it costs more to ship packages than the con-
tents are worth.
When Grandma sends money instead:
• Grandma-is happy because she knows that the child has
received a gift that is wanted and needed.
• Mother is happy for the same reason.
•\ The child is never disappointed with Grandma's gift.
HAPPY GRANDMA IN N.Y. STATE
DEAR ABBY: As the Christmas season nears, please
allow me to share an idea for one of the best presents I've
ever received.
I'm in the Army, stationedin Korea. For Christmas last
year, my mother promised me a parcel of goodies every
month!
It doesn't take much time or money, and it's greatly ap-
preciated all through the year. I'd recommend this as a real-
ly terrific Christmas gift to any GI tor student, away from
home.
N.S. IN KOREA
DEAR N .S.: Thanks for a practical suggestion.
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Qraham & Jackson
Open Late Friday Nights
Open Sunday Atternoon.r,
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Senior Citizens
Menus Are Listed For Week
The menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly and
Meals on Wheels have been
released for this week. Meals
are served Monday through
Friday at .12 noon at the
Douglas Center and Hazel
Community Center, and on
Tuesday and Thursday at the
Ellis Community Center.
Meals are also sent out each
day.
For reservations at Douglas
call the site manager, Wilma
Wilson, at 753-8938. A program
by the Calloway County.
Library will be presented
Wednesday at 11:30 a.m. at
Douglas.
Menus are as follows:
Monday—meat loaf, parslied
potatoes, carrots, creamy
THE ACES®IRA G CORN, JR
"You never know where
the bottom is until you
plumb for it." -- Frederick
Laing.
East found the bottom in
his defense of today's eva-
sive game. He declined giv-
ing declarer a free finesse.
only to discover that he
gave declarer his contract
instead.
Diamonds were led for
three rounds and declarer
ruffed. The trumps fell in
two rounds and declarer
turned his attention to
spades. The spade jack was
led from dummy. East
ducking correctly But when
this held, another spade lead
was won by East's ace, once
again correct.
The defense now had
three tricks and East had to
decide where the best
chance . for another might
be Unluckily for him, he
exited- With 3 '''safe—
mond and the plus score
slipped away. South ruffed
the fourth diamond, threw
three clubs from dummy on
his high spades and West's
club trick melted away in
the heat
"Why couldn't you lead a
club to beat the hand""
inquired West
"I didn't want to elimi-
nate any guesses in the club
suit.- was the weak reply
"What guesses?" demand-
ed West. "The bidding and
play marked South with five
spades and he had to have at
least four hearts. In the
unlikely event that I held a
third trump, we couldn't win
without the ace of clubs.
"South would use his last
trump to ruff your diamond,
but a club to dummy's king
would allow him to draw
my last trump. He could
then claim the rest with the
club ace and good spades.
Our only chance was that I
held the ace of clubs and
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Opening lead Queen ot did
monds
The best way to prevent
ernartassing discussfpns is
for a defender to visualize
and count declarer 's possi-
ble distributions Had East
thought about South's distri-
bution, he would have surely
led a club and the game
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Rebid the hearts to show a
rebiddable five card sun
North should be able to make
the best decision when he
knows South has at least 10
major suit cards
- - -
Send bridge question to The A,




Linda Hopkins of the Agri-
Products, Murray, has
released some special hints on
"Keeping Your Christmas
Tree Ever-Green" as a public
service for the holiday season.





All you can eat, $1.99.
Pass through our breakfast buffet as many times
as you like. And enjoy all the scrambled eggs, bacon.
country sausage. hash browns, hot cakes, biscuits, and gravy
you can eat With all the coffee you can drink. For one very
sensible price. Only $1.99. every day from 6 to 10.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE®
Quality that keeps you comm' back.
tree outside in a protected
place (unheated garage 4 to 5
days before setting it up in
your house as this allows it to
adjust gradually to the change
of temperature. She said it is
important to remember to
keep the ball of earth moist at
all times, not soaked, to where
it stands in water.
In setting the tree up in the
house she said to use a dish- --
pan, washtub, or any large
container, wrap the root ball
in plastic to hold in moisture,
and set the tree down in the
container. Shim the tree with
wood or some other material
to keep it from falling over.
She said to not cover the tree
with flocking or fireproofing
material.
Mrs. Hopkins said the tree
does best in a cool place; and
if the temperature is kept at
68 F expect the tree to stay
fresh 7 to 10 days.
After the holidays persons
may take the tree back to the
garage for 5 to 7 days to allow
for acclimation before
replanting.
When planting, ease the root
ball into the hole and move it
around until you position it as
you like. Fill the hole half war
with soil, pack it lightly, and
open the top of the burlap. Mix
the recommended amount of a
balanced water soluble plant
food in 2-gallons of water and
pour the solution into the root
ball. After the water soaks in,
fill the rest of the hole with
earth and pack soil firm. Add
another two gallons of the
plant food solution, and cover
with 2 to 3 inches of a good
mulch material. If the
weather is dry, water again in
a few days.
Mrs. Hopkins said if you
expect the ground to be frozen
before you plant your tree
after the holidays, dig the hole
in advance of freezing
weather,
slaw, hot roll, butter, but-
terscotch pudding with top-
ping, milk, coffee or tea.
Tuesday—tuna loaf, green
beans, mashed glazed sweet
potatoes, hot roll, butter,




mixed vegetables, hot roll,
butter, peach crisp, milk,
coffee or tea.
Thursday—lasagna, green
peas, tossed salad with Italian
dressing, garlic bread, butter,




buttered carrots, hot roll,






Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Dec. 12, at 10 a.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. Gifts will be
exchanged.
Louise Short, president,
urges all members and in-
terested persons to attend.
At the November meeting
held at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord, lessons were
given by Lurene Cooper on
"Etiquette Today" and Lottie
Hurt on "Budget."
The minor lesson on
"Generic Drugs" was given
by Mrs. Cooper who also led
the group in singing with Mrs.
Short as pianist. Games were
led by Dorothy Simon.
Reports were given by
Shirley Werts, secretary, and
Iva Alford, treasurer.
Members answered the roll
call with a blessing for which
they were thankful.
Other members present
were Lavine Carter, Blanch
Larson, Dolly Lorenz, Bobbie
Cook, Ruby Kelly, Katie
Overcast, Gussie Adams,
Payte Overcast, Ruth Weston,
Lois Smith, Mildred Thom-
pson, and Mary E. Moore,
STUDENTS FROM NORTH Calloway Elementary' School recently particiated in a poster
contest sponsored by the Department of Soil and Wildlife Conservation. This year's title for
the contest was "Land—Why Conserve It." School winners for this year are, left to right.
Dana Cunningham. sixth grade, Johnna Jones, sixth grade, and Kim Goetz, fourth grade,
with the school prin('ipal, James Feltner.
Christmas
is a drag.
How many times have you said or at least thought this? It
can be a drag if we let it.
At this time of the year it's good to slow down long enough
to realize what Christmas is all about. It isn't just trying to
find gifts for all the relatives or having to wade through all
those noisy parties. It isn't the tinsel and colored lights, nor is
it noxious things like chestnuts on an open fire. It isn't even
the celebration of the birth of the Christ Child.
The real reason for celebration is for the expression of
God's love in His act of placing His own Son on an extremely
hositle little planet called Earth.
During this Christmas holiday, go into a church and let the
- -reality of-this thought soak-deeply intoyoursoit-anneto the-
Christian Church (Disciples of Christ) and share these
moments with us. Celebrate with us this glorious expression
of God's love through His Son.
Let's make it a really merry Christmas.
The First Christian Church
North of the square on Fifth Street








Everyone likes a pretty smile. But there's a more important reason
than good looks to take care of your teeth...your good health.
Follow these tips on dental hygiene and you can help your teeth live as
long as you do. Brush after every meal. Use dental floss regularly. Cut down on
sweets between meals. See your dentist for regular dental checkups. If you follow
these suggestions you can also help avoid the needless pain of an unhealthy tooth.
At Blue Cross and Blue Shield and Delta Dental of Kentucky, we're concerned about
rising health care costs. That's why we're working with consumers, dentists, physicians.
and hospitals to find ways to hold costs down.
You can help by taking care of yourself. Staying healthy is the best kind of health care —
and the least expensive.
Write us for information on quality health care plans. Blue Cross and Blue Shield and
Delta Dental of Kentucky, 9901 Linn Station Road; Louisville, KY 40233.
We want you to stay healthy.
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A Problem
For Brown
FRANKFORT — While no governor
likes to talk about tax increases or
prospects of the increased cost of
living, John Young Brown Jr. will face
that problem during next year's
legislative session.
The problem is Kentucky's road
taxes is not generating sufficient
revenue to meet the inflated costs of
maintenance and new construction.
The special task force on transportation
has said that Kentucky will' need an
additional $300 million per year for the
next 10 years to maintain its road
system.
The task force has suggested an in-
crease of two to four cents per gallon in
the gasoline tax that is now nine cents
per gallon. The task force also has
suggested that the tax be put on a
percentage basis instead of a flat cents
per gallon rate. The percentage plan
would be designed to keep up with in-
flation.
The other alternative to increasing
the gasoline tax would be to let the
people vote on a bond issue to maintain
the roads. Brown has mentioned and
has been advised by some experts that
the state's bonded indebtedness at
present is in a very favorable position.
He has not taken, or at least made
public, his position on which route he
will take. However, he stressed during
his campaign for governor that one of
-his key objectives as governor will be
getting Kentucky moving in business
and commerce. He has stressed in-
creasing jobs in the state and selling
more of the products Kentucky
produces, even to the point of searching
for foreign markets.
The highway system is essential to
the business and industrial progress.
Brown has also said that it would be
poor business to let the state's road
system deterioriate. He seems to have
taken the position that it would be poor
business and more expensive in the
long run to lag in maintenance in the
face of continued inflation.
Kentucky's interstate system is
almost complete, only portions of 1-24 in
Business Mirror
Western Kentucky remaining to be
completed. However, the federal
government does not provide any
matching funds for maintenance on the
intereste system and this is where the
future bind is coming.
With gasoline prices at one dollar per
gallon and more at present, fiscal
experts expect a drop in road tax
revenue on the present nine cents per
gallon tax simply because people are
reducing their travel.
Some are forecasting that gasoline
may reach two dollars per gallon within
another year, thereby reducing travel
More.
This must be viewed by legislators
and fiscal experts as a need to increase
revenue for road maintenance.
It also should be viewed by legislators
and the Brown administration as a
threat to Kentucky's lucrative tourist
industry. This has amounted to more
than a billion dollars a year, creating a
lot of jobs and producing a lot of
gasoline tax revenue as well as boosting
the economy.
Another problem legislators are
likely to face on the economic front is a
request from banks and savings and
loan institutions to increase the interest
rates.
A multi-banking or a statewide
banking bill is also likely to make its
appearance during the 1,980 legislative
session. This idea was introduced in the
1974 session but got nowhere.
A source close to the banking in-
dustry told this column that the lending
organizations would like to increase the
time payment, or add-on rate, from is
present ceiling of six per cent to eight
percent.
They also would like to remove the
ceiling on interest rates on other loans
and let the market seek its own level.
Home loan interest rates from con-
ventional channels are now in the range
from 11 to 14 per cent and money is
gradually drying up for this market
because investors are finding more




NEW YORK (AP) — Statistics that
now show unemployment at a relatively
low level, to the surprise and
satisfaction of President Carter, could
become a political liability for him in
1980.
The rate —5.8 percent for November,
and never higher than 6 percent in any
month of 1979 — is widely expected to
rise in 1980, perhaps to 7 percent or
more, as an economic slowdown sets in.
Both the Bureau of labor Statistics
and the Commerce Department have
stated that definite signs of weakening
are showing up in the economy, and
have indicated that unemployment
increases might be expected.
There is debate over the extent of the
economic decline, but among the more
popular theses is that the longer the
downturn is delayed the deeper it is
likely to be and the longer it is likely to
persist.
The Carter administration said last
summer that it anticipated a peak
jobless rate of 6.9 percent, but that
forecast was made at a time when
economists thought the country already
was tipping into a recession.
The delay, it is argued by many
economists, has permitted inflationary
forces to strengthen, thus requiring a
deeper and longer downturn to correct
the imbalance.
Whatever, there are strong reasons
for expecting a rise in the jobless rate:
1. Economic growth is slowing.
2. Many of those hired in recent
months are part-timers who have a
tenuous hold on employment. Part-time
employees are usually the first to lose
their jobs.
3. Activity in the automotive inuustry
is a question mark. More than 110,000
employees are expected to be out of
work in January. A poor automotive
market also hurts many satellite in-
dustries.
By an aberration of statistical logic,
layoffs among part-timers doesn't
always force up the jobless rate. If they
withdraw from the job force, for
example, they no longer are counted as
unemployed.
Partially offsetting this affect,
however, is that in today's inflated
economy many families depend on the
part-time second income of a spouse to
pay for necessities. When laid off, such
people are likely to seek other part-time
jobs, thus remaining in the work force.
Should the statistics turn against it,
the Carter administration still has
ammunition. It could point out, for
example, that millions of jobs have
been created during the Carter years,
adding to the labor force.
Had the labor force not grown so
large, partly because of women en-
tering the job market, the jobless rate
might have been much lower. If these
women had not sought jobs, the labor
force would have been smaller.
I-MARTINE  
Heartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped. self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I am a widow, age 63.
I have.been widowed for My
husband left me in fairly good financial
shape, and barring a very long illness
or some other catastrophe, I will be
able to live comfortably the rest of my
life. However, there was no way we
could plan for the loneliness.
Recently, I have been seeing a nice
man who is 67 and also alone — and
lonely. We have been talking about
trying some volunteer work — that is if
anyone wants or needs people our age.
We are both in very good health and
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would really like to do something
worthwhile, and time-consuming.
However, we have no idea what types of
volunteer work we could choose from or
where to begin. Can you give any
suggestions? — H.L.
There are very, very few com-
munities that do not have need of
. capable volunteer help, but most of the
time you must hunt for the specific
services in need. Because most people
do not realiie that older people need
and want something worthwhile to do
or that they are capable and reliable —
yoif may have to be persistent to get the
work you want to do.
Federally aided programs for which
only older people are eligible include
the Retired Senior Volunteer Program
(RSVP) and Service Corps of Retired
Executives SCORE). Both are ad-
ministered by ACTION, 806 Connecticut
Ave., NW., Washington, D.C. 20525
RSVP sponsors a variety of volunteer
services; SCORE uses the skills and
experience of retired businessmen who
want to help small, struggling
businesses to succeed.
You can also check with volunteer
programs of schools, courts, hospitals,
United Way agencies and Red Cross
chapters.
Some of these volunteer programs
reimburse volunteers for tran-
sportation and other out-of-pocket
expenses.
You can get more information about
programs that are sponsored -by
national and voluntary organizations
by writing for the Fact Sheet on
Employment and Volunteer Oppor-
tunities for Older People,
Administration on Aging, U.S.
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Washington, D.C. 20201.
HEARTLINE: I am a retired
railroad worker receiving railroad
retirement annuities. A friend of mine,
who worked under Social Security and
Washington Tothly—246
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
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The devastating blaze that consumed the Mason Memorial
Hospital the morning of Feb. 17, 1935, was a spectacular scene of
heroism when the 65 room medical care center was reduced to ashe-,
with not a loss of life to the 42 patients or personnel. The cool
courage of the nurses was a manifestation of Florence Nightingale
proportions, never to be forgotten by those who witnessed the mirac-
ulous acts. Personnel of the CCC camp rushed to the aid of nurses
firemen and volunteers to evacuate the building before making any
effort to combat the flames. By the time all patients were cleared
from the burning building, the concentrated response to control
the fire was wasted effort. The fire had started in a clothes chute
opening in the basement area. Hospital staff improvised a medical
center in the Morris Building on the west side of conrt square for
the duration. Dr. Will Mason Jr. announced the hospital would be
rebuilt in time; time, indeed, he needed for reconstruction of tii.
hospital which had won national prominence in the Midsouth.
While the future of the hospital held vainly on cloud 9, the
city streets were undergoing extensive curb and graveling under the
benevolence of the Citizens Works Administration, an arm of tb.
federal government. Olive Boulevard extended was paved with a
shared Public Works Administration grant. .Also the privately.
owned sanitary sewer system underwent a change to municipal
ownership with the payment of $24,000 to stockholders April 8, 1935.
A private motor truck line was organized by F. M. Perdue and
J. B. Fair to travel over a route from Nashville to Paducah by wa.y
of Murray, with right to pick up freight along the charter route.
"Uncle Tom" Gardner, the beloved black man and former slave,
died May 22, 1935. He was a highly respected gentleman who had
served well the community as former custodian of Murray High
School, handyman, cook for camping expeditions, and expert in
the art of creating and selling delicious hot tamales from a lantern-
fired hotel-size coffee pot nested in a two-wheel cart that he rolled
along streets each afternoon, peddling the savory pepper-hot ware.
It is with personal pride this writer has the fortunate opportunity
to single out this gentleman out for distinction as being one of the
county's most inspiring citizens.
To Be Continued
receives Social Security retirement
benefits, recently told me that his
allowed amount of earned income is
higher in 1980. Can railroad annuitants
earn more money in 1980 without af-
fecting their annuities? — H.W.
Yes, according to the Railroad
Retirement Board, railroad retirement
annuitants subject to earnings
restrictions will be allowed a higher
earnings limit in 1980. The 1979 exempt-
earnings amount of $4,500 will be
raised, allowing annuitants age 85-72 to
earn up to $5,000 in 1960 without any
reduction in benefits because of work.
Annuitants under age 65 can earn up to
$3,720 in 1980 before their annuities are
subject to reduction. The reduction is $1
for every $2 earned over the exempt
amount. However, if 19130 is the first
year benefits are payable, reductions
apply only to months in which earnings
are more than $417 for 65-year-old
beneficiaries and $310 for those under
65. The special earnings restrictions
which apply to disability annuitants are
not changed.
These earnings limitations apply to
almost all survivor annuitants. They
also apply to some retired employees
and their spouses, generally, recent
retirees and those who are also
qualified for Social Security benefits.
However, for retired employees and
spouses, only certain annuity portions
are subject to reduction, so the board
notifies those affected individually as to
how earnings will affect their annuities.
These earnings limitations do not apply
to any annuitant age 72 or older.
Regardless of earnings, no railroad
retirement annuity is payable for any
month in which an annuitant works for
a railroad, nor are railroad retirement
annuities payable to retired employees
and their spouses for any month they





WASHINGTON (AP) — A full field of
candidates has become something of a
standard for presidential campaigns,
but there are growing signs that the
thinning may come-earlier this time.
This doesn't necessarily mean most
of. the 13 major-party candidates will
drop out after the first caucus, but
already some campaign staffs are
falling apart because of
disorganization, resignations, lack of
money or loss of steam.
Surprisingly, some of the trouble is
cropping up in the camps of candidates
who were considered leading con-
tenders when the field began forming
earlier in the year.
Former Texas Gov. John Connally,
the leading money-raiser in the
Republican race, has hired a new ef-
ficiency expert to prune the fat from his
operation. Already 20 of the 160 staffers
at his Arlington, Va., headquarters
have been fired and more are expected
to go.
And Senate Minority Leader Howard
H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee disclosed last
week that he is trimming his campaign
effort to concentrate on eight states
with early primaries.
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas, who was
vice presidential nominee on the 1976
Republican ticket, is in the midst of
reorganizing his campaign in New
Hampshire, the first primary state,
after wholesale resignations last week.
Starting early became the
established wisdom after George
McGovern grabbed the Democratic
nomination that way in 1972 and Jimmy
Carter won the nomination and the
election with an even earlier start four
years later.
This season's first entry was
Republican Phil Crane, who broke even
those records with a mid-1978 an-
nouncement for 1980. Crane was raising
money and lining up field workers when
others were just thinking about it.
But the strategy went sour when
Crane's campaign began to come apart
last spring with mass resignations in
the top ranks of his organization.
It also was learned that his spec-
tacular fund-raising had a kink. The
expensive direct-mail technique he was
using had run him almost $1 million in
debt.
Today. Crane is still trying to get his
campaign back on track, but his poor
showing in early straw votes and
continued low rating in the polls in-
dicate the difficulty. His last financial
report listed a $793,041 debt.
Ronald Reagan has been the front-
running Republican ever since he
almost beat a sitting president for the
1976 nomination. He did all the requisite
groundwork for the 1980 race, an-
nounced later and is actually expanding
his organization while others are
cutting back.
MI any of this proves is that there is
no easy formula in presidential politics.
Starting early or late, fast or slow,
known or unknown, each campaign has
its own rules and its own trends.
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The Sinking Spring Baptist Church
building was destroyed by fire
yesterday about 1 a.m.
Specialist Fourth Clas.. Glenn E.
West, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert Lee
West, is now serving with the U. S.
Army in Bangkok, Thailand.
Murray Fire Chief Flavil Robertson
is pictured with one of the top ten
awards for the year 1989 presented to
outstanding fire departments in
Kentucky by State Fire Marshall Billy
D. Williams. Robertson accepted the
award at the Fire Marshall's Christmas
Ball held at the Kentucky Hotel,
Louisville.
Deaths reported Include Chester A
Dunn, 67.
Births reported include a girl to Mr
and Mrs. Ronald Pat Hodges on Dec. 6,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Scarsdale on Dec. 6.
Mrs. Olga Freeman reviewed the
book, The Other Wise Man, by Henry
Van Dyke at the meeting of the Theta
Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
20 Y ears Ago
The Murray-Calloway County
Library circulated 8,285 books in
November, according to the monthly
report given at the library board
meeting on Dec. 8 by Mrs. Esco Gunter,
librarian, and Mrs. Ben Trevathan,
bookmobile librarian.
Deaths reported include Dr. E. W.
Miller.
The Alpha Tau Omega fraternity at
Murray State College will conduct a
clothing drive for the children at
Paradise Orphans Home near Bell City
on Dec. 12.
Bill Solomon, Dan Jones, Pat
Paschall, Vicky Dunn, Jimmy
Williams, and Joe Pat Cohoon were
newspaper carriers who were winners
in a promotion contest by The Ledger &
Times.
Dr. Charles Tuttle spoke on "Cancer
Among Women" at the meeting of the
Alpha Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Mickey Rooney starring in "The Last
Mile" is showing at the Varsity
Theatre.
30 ears ..,1g()
Much interest has been shown in the
Christmas Home Decorating Contest,
sponsored by the Garden Department
of the Murray Woman's Club, ac-
cording to the committee composed of
Mesdames John Ryan, Ruby Farmer,
Eph Huie, Robert Lamb, Wesley
Waldrop, and Gatlin Clopton.
The Murray lions Club will hold its
Ladies Night at the Murray Woman's
Club House on Dec. 13, according to Dr.
A. H. Kopperud, club president.
"Buel Stroud and Torn Rowlett got
the limit on Canadian honkers near
Wickliffe. Two of them really filled a
big dish pan," from the column, "Seen
Heard Around Murray" by James C
Williams.
The Rev. A. M. Hawley will speak
Sunday at the Oak Grove Baptist
Church while the pastor, the Rev.
Harold Smotherrnan, will speak at the
New Providence Baptist Church.
Hogs, 180 to 250 pounds, are listed as
selling for $15.35 at the Murray
livestock Yards.
"Riders of the Whistling Pines"
starring Gene Autry and his horse,
Champion, is showing at the Capitol
Theatre.
Bible Thought
0 thou that hearest prayer, unto thee
shall all flesh come. — Psalm 65:2.
Speak freely with Him day by day
and you'll know how to talk to Him
without embarrassment when the hour
of emergency strikes.
11()day In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Dec. 10, the 344th
day of 1979. There are 21 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history -
In 1520, Martin Luther publicly
burned the Papal Bull ex-
communicating him from the Roman
Catholic Church.
On this date:
In 1817, Mississippi became the 20th
state.
In 1896, Alfred Nobel, the Swedish
chemist and philanthropist, died. The
first Nobel Prize was awarded on the
same date five years later.
In 1913, Leonardo da Vinci's "Mona
Iisa" was recovered, two years after
being stolen from the Louvre in Paris.
In 1936, Britain's King F,dward VII
abdicated, becoming Duke of Windsor.
Ten years ago, United Mine Workers
Union President Tony Boyle claimed
victory in his bitter re-election battle
with dissident Joseph Yablonski.
Five years ago, the Senate approved
the nomination of Nelson Rockefeller as
vice president.
One year ago, Israel's Prime
Minister Menachem Begin and Egypt's
President Anwar Sadat were officially
awarded their Nobel Peace Prise.
Today's birthdays: Actress Dorothy
Lamour is 65. Sen. Harrison Williams of
New Jersey is 60.
Thought for today: Almost any man
knows how to earn money, but not one
in a million knows how to spend It. —


































































Mr. William Crooks of
Murray is one of our most avid
fishermen. Two or three times
each week Mr. Crook's goes
out in search of a keeping size
bass or crappie that can be
added to his freezer'.
It is my understanding that
fish do not stay frozen long at
this gentleman's home, which
is the way it should be.
I haven't had the pleasure of
meeting Mr. Crook's so my
curiosity about his fishing rod
and lures remains at its peak.
I might mention also that
Charles Henry, Murray, took this doe while hunting in
the LBI. Thursday, November 29. Henry was hunting with
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this fellow is in his mid 70's!
Jim Lewis reported on
getting some good
smallmouth bass fishing last
week. He and a buddy fished
Tenn. waters several miles
south of Paris Landing.
Other reports were of some
nice catches of crappie on
Barkley and Kentucky Lakes.
Most of the fish are of
medium size but the adverse
conditions should cease soon
and the big slabs take over.
Sauger fishing has been
slow below the dams and in
the canal because of so much'
rainfall here and to the south
of us last month.
Some of you hardy souls
might try fishing for the big
stripe or rockfish that are
below the dams.
Live bait large enough for
these giants will be hard to
obtain sci you might like to
know that a new line of striper
jigs are available in the Pico
perch shape. The 2 oz. size is
especially' designed for
trolling deep or jigging down'
to extreme depths. Also the 1.
oz jig head is available with
tough 6 in. curly tail worm in
pearl colors and flashing
silver sparkle tail. All size
striper jigs come in hand-
painted heads in fishing at-
tracting patterns and silver
chrome plating.
A nifty gift item for the
fisherman in your • family
would be the Hummingbird
chart recorder, it is a depth
sounder and fishing aid that is
designed for bass, as well as
great lakes and offshore uses.
It has a noise suppression
system that provides flawless
readings, even at high speed
operations.
There are thousands of gift
selections possible for the
outdoorsman so visit local
stores and take a look,
anyway.
HAPPY FISHING
MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY DUCKS UNLIMITED
1979 FINANCIAL REPORT
Receipts
Cash On Hand $67.50
Regular Tickets 101 at ;10 $1010.00
Greenwing Tickets 3 at $10 30.00
Banquet
Regular 101 at $10  1010.00
Wives 65 at $10 650.00 •
Auction 6294.50
$8994.50
Miscellaneous Raffle 1 of] shotgun)  . 450.00
and Cash Donations 260.00
Total $9704.50
Total i Including Balance) $9772.00
DISBURSEMENTS
Meals 169 at $5..2.5  887.25
Building-Jaycee Civic Center 200.00
DU Hats for Resale 389.00
Refreshments 512.96
Picture Framing 315.45 -
Prizes Purchased
Overby Honda 2 Motorcycles 695.00
Uncle Lees ( 2' Shotguns
and Frames Picture 459.68
Hooks Wheel Alignment Wench) 379.41
Miscellaneous
Printing. Postage, Change 392.39 ;
Total 04231.14
Net Earnings $5473.36
Total Including Original Balance) ;9772.00
Sent to Ducks Unlimited $5340.86





Unlimited fund raiser has
mushroomed from ( just over
$2,000.00 net to just under
$10,000.00 net in the past five
years.
This is big money in
anybody's book. The Murray-
Calloway County Chapter of
D.U. was indeed fortunate to
hays a professional handle our
funds this year. Tom Rushing
a banker by trade did an
outstanding job as treasurer
this year.
Last year Gil Mathis
prepared and presented a
most professional financial
report. I think Tom has
prepared an equally good
report this year.
Each member received a
report by mail last year, and it
cost the chapter in excess of
$60.00 for paper, envelopes,
and postage. Since most area
hunters read the outdoor
seaion of the Saturday Ledger
& Times, the local officers
thought the chapter could save
money for the ducks by
These three hunters took these 42 quail on the Mike Shannon Reserve on a
hunting trip. Pictured left to right, Mike Wyatt, Dorris Hutchens, and Joe Young.
Sondra Grimes, Murray, took her first deer this season
near Protemus. The spike buck weighed 100 pounds.
Photo courtesy Big Mac's
ammwERouTBoARDs
"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
Shipwash
Boat 'N' Motor
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Two CallowayCalloway County men
recently paid fines totaling
$2,200 in Trigg District Court
in Cadiz for prohibited deer
hunting in Land Between the
Lakes.
Through the combined ef-
forts of the LBL patrol,
Kentucky State Police and
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources of-
ficers, Edward Y. Morgan and
Herbert J. Newberry of -
Murray were apprehended
after a chase in LBL which
terminated across Lake
Barkley in Trigg County with
assistance from Kentucky
State Trooper John Hall.
After Morgan and Newberry
pleaded guilty to "prohibited
hunting of deer," Judge
Chappell Wilson fined the two
men $1.000 each, plus court
costs, and a probated 90 day
sentence in the Trigg County
jail.
In addition, Newberry was
fined $100 for driving under
the influence of alcohol and
$50 each on charges of
disorderly conduct and
reckless driving. He also was
given a 30-day sentence in the
Trigg County jail.
Hunting privileges for both
men were revoked for the rest
of the year and a rifle
belonging to Morgan was
confiscated by the court.
The two were fined under
the provisions of a law passed
by the 1978 Kentucky General
Assembly which provides
fines from $300 to $1,000, jail
sentences from 30 days to a
year, loss of hunting
privileges for up to three




Open 7 Days A Week
8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
- Hwy. 641 So. Phone 753-8322
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On Ledbetter Creek at Kenlake State Park
Kenlake Marina
Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment
Boat, Motor, Pontoon Ski




502) 474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
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presenting the financial report
as a report to the public.
If you have any questions
concerning the report I- am
sure Tommy would be happy
to discuss them with you.
Again I want to express my
personal thanks as well as the
gratitude of the members of
'the local chapter to area
merchants who donated items
for the banquet
Lake conditions have un-
proved some since last
Saturday, so all we need are
some more ducks in the lakes.
Don't forget to get your 1980
hunting license before Jan.
1st. Your 1979 license expires
Dec. 31st and cannot be used
to hunt New Years Day.
May all your hunting be safe
and enjoyable.















atippy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON McGill'
ro‘,€. 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 m•les post Bonner s Grocery Take
blacktop into PanoromoTond follow blacktop to your right
Telephone, 502-436-5483
ra=ain's, AMC, Jkeesiii
 Is 1 -9"7,1
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Lindsey Hudspeth (22) on a 35-yard kickoff return.
Andres Engineers
Win Over Racers
Quarterback Rich Andres is an
engineering major at Lehigh, and he
calls his own shots and plays for The
Engineers. So, it's only natural that he
"engineered" Lehigh's 28-9 victory
over Murray State in a semifinal game
of the NCAA Division I-AA football
playoffs Saturday.
"Their quarterback is the difference
in that team," said Frank Beamer, the
defensive coordinator for Murray. "He
kept scrambling around and he really
hurt us.
"We've just never faced a quar-
terback as quick as he is," added
Beamer, who has successfully con-
structed the plans for Murray's wide-
tackle six defense.
"They've got a great defense and a
great quarterback. They've got a good
offense, but he's great," Beamer said.
Andres and the rest of The Engineers
were good enough to beat Murray and
its defense Saturday afternoon,
something no team had managed since
Sept. 15.
Andres drove Lehigh, 10-2, to two
touchdowns in the second quarter and
two more in the fourth, more touch-
downs than any team had scored
against Murray in its 9-1-1 regular
season.
He also guided Lehigh to 380 yards,
more than any other team had gained
against Murray.
Andres claimed he was merely a
technician and credited his offensive
line.
"We had a young line at the beginning
of the year," Andres said. "Each game
they kept getting better and better.
Today, the key was our line."
Andres also noted Lehigh's "very
good defense."
On its two scoring drives in the
second half, Murray gained a total of 83
yards. On its other 12 possessions,
Murray gained 100 yards.
"We had our chances," said Murray
Coach Mike Gottfried. "We just didn't
take advantage of them."
Lehigh's coach John Whitehead also
credited Andres as being a major factor
in the Brown and White's win.
"We felt we could run the ball but not
as well as we did," Whitehead said.
"Andres kept them (Murray) off
balance," Whitehead said of his
quarterback.
Whitehead said that the coach staff
sent in no more than 10 of the offensive
plays for the Engineers with Andres
calling the majority of the game in the
huddle.
Ricky Roy looks dejected as time is running out.
A formidable line on both sides.
4
Whitehead complimented the Racers
and the MSU coaching staff highly. He
said Murray displayed "a lot of things
vie-hadn't seen in the films" which kept
Lehigh off balance in the early stages of
the game.
Gottfried said he thought going in to
the game that the Racers would be able
to move the ball better but said his
teams' mistakes and execution proved
too costly to overcome.
"We're not good enough to drop the
ball like we did today and still win,"
Murray's second-year coach said.
FLNAL STATISTICS
Murray




183 38.Total Offense .
. Fumbles-Lost .
6-29.7    Punts 4-321
4-40 ..... Penalties ............ 6-3°
Lehigh  0 14 0 14-5
Murray  0 0 3 6 - •-•
LEH —Ftabuck 1 run , Iobst kick
LEH—Andres 1 run , lobst kick
ML'R—FG Tuck 24
MUR—King 23 pass from Ray , pass failed ,
LEH—Yeager 9 pass from Andres , lobst kick
LEH—Romeo 37 , lobst kick
Att.-10,000
Individual Leaders
RUSHING — Lehigh, Bernstein 11-80-0, Romeo k
68-1 Murray, Nance 19-33, Lester 7-33.
PASSING — Lehigh, Andres 8.13-0 114 1 Murrio,
Ray 8.17-1 741, Ford 1-4-1 140
RECEIVING — Lehigh. Yeager 3-52. Rang 2-71
Murray, King 4-50, Hendrix 1-14
The Racer defense held on a goal-line stand early in the game.
461
41.... "--7"1""141glanat
Ricky Ray (11) completed 8 of 17 passes on the day.
Assistant Coach Ron Zook discusses defensive strategy with Terry Love
"1011.
• a .•
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Tailback Nick Nance picks up yardage for MSU.
Lehigh quarterback Rich Andres' (7) scrambling for a gain.
PHOTOS BY MATT SANDERS, BRUCE
TURNBOW AND GARY GARTH
)416111111/1.11111NRINIMININNallialir: 11111111MMOmis.
Lamar Williams eyes the ball as it pops lose from Lehigh's Keith Conley.





The scoreboard said Lehigh 28-
Murray 9 at the end of the game in-
dicative of the first Racer loss on a
football field since mid-September.
As far as the game was concerned,
the Racers did lose. But Murray State is
not a loser.
For a team that was picked as an
also-ran in the preseason polls asfar as
the Ohio Valley Conference was con-
cerned, just the fact that the Racers
made it to the I-AA national cham-
pionship playoffs tells the story of
Murray's winning ways.
This year was not supposed to be
Murray's year, but it was. Next year is
supposed to be Murray State's year.
And it will be.
Even though the game was lost the
Murray State Racers, Murray State
University, the local community and
the OVC were real winners Saturday.
Everyone we spoke with following the
game Saturday and in the days leading
up to the contest offered high praise for
our community and its people.
Lehigh University officials said they
had never felt more at home than they
did during their days here. Jerry Miles
of the NCAA said everyone he made
contact with during his stay in Murray
was most cooperative and and was
highly complimentary of the work and
extra effort put out by Murray State
officials as well as townspeople in
organizing for the playoff game.
The ABC crew, which did a bang-up
job of giving the rest of the country a
glimpse of Murray, also passed along
its compliments to the local folks.
At dinner Saturday evening, after the
crew had put in a full day setting up,
telecasting, and dismantling the tv
equipment, crew members told as the
next time Murray, Kentucky comes up
on an ABC schedule they're going to
volunteer to come back.
The total community opened up its
arms to greet our visitors over the dayji
leading up to and including the gam'e
Saturday.
The MSU Band put on a thrilling halftime show.
That's the amazing thing 'about this
town. Murray State and the OVC are.
the direct beneficiaries of such a
playoff game and naturally the
university and its officials were very
cordial to everyone. But non-university
citizens of our community — the ones
who opened up their homes to the
visitors and treated Lehigh, ABC and
NCAA representatives as welcome
guests — are the ones who really helped
make the whole weekend such a huge
SUCCeSS.
As a matter of fact, every visitor we
talked with had such a good stay here
they said they couldn't wait until they
have a chance to return to Murray.
The football team and its coaching
staff have no reason to be ashamed of
their performance this year. Murray
State University has arrived and our
football team will continue its winning
ways.
Saturday's playoff game is now
history but there will be others. Murray
State, its football team, and this
community are true national cham-
pions.
The peanut man entertained fans with behind the bock tosses. The Racers have tremendous tear, spirit as evidenced by their huddle formation
I.
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Calloway Takes First Win, 54-39
Sports
Fourth Quarter Play Aids Lakers
. By GARY GARTH
Sports Reporter
CLINTON — The Calloway
County Lakers used some fine
fourth quarter play to record
their first win of the season
Saturday night by downing the
Hickman County Falcons 54-
39.
Both teams came out in the
opening period taking plenty
of time on offense and
selecting their shots well.
Play was close throughout
the first eight minutes. Larry
Sanders and Jimmy Bynum
came off the bench late in the
period for the Lakers and
added four and .two points
respectively to give Calloway
a 12-10 lead but a 20 foot
jumper at the last second by
Falcon guard Jeff Mullins
knotted the first quarter score
at 12.
The hosting Falcons won the
second quarter tip off and kept
the ball on their end of the
floor for the first 1:13 seconds
of the period. But the com-
bination of tough defensive
play on the part of the Lakers
and the Falcons poor shooting
left Hickman coming away
from the marathon shooting
spree with no points.
The Falcons did take the
lead moments later and held it
until the closing minutes of the
Tim Dixon of Hickman County challenges Laker Don Key attempting a
shot. Calloway downed the Falcons 54-39 for its first win of the season.
Greene Looking To ASU
After Third Place Finish
In McDonald's Classic
-Arkansas State will be the
best team we've played to
date," Murray State
basketball coach Ron Greene
said this weekend following
the Racers third place finish
in the McDonald's Classic in
Wichita, Kan.
Greene was referring to the
team his tribe will face
Tuesday night at Racer
Arena. Arkansas State barely
lost to Memphis State at
Memphis and beat Auburn in
the first round of the Show-Me
Classic before losing to the
host, Missouri.
The Racers led throughout
the consolation game at
Wichita Saturday and their
biggest margin of the night
was the 31-point 74-43 final
score over San Francisco
State.
Ten players put points on
the board during the game
with Kenney Hammonds
coming off the bench to lead
the scoring with 14 points and
11 rebounds.
Murray State, now 2-1 on the
season, took a commanding
lead early behind a surge led
by senior Gary Hooker and
freshman Mont Sleets who
combined for a total of 12
points during the drive that
put the Racers up 20-6.
The Racers hit a very
restiectable 50.8 percent from
the field Saturday night while
San Francisco could only
manage 29.8 percent. Murray
held a rebound advantage of
53-39 on the night.
"Basically, we're pretty
pleased," Greene said of the
victory. "It was good to come
back after a heartbreaking
loss the night before. Our
players came on strong and
did a nice job.
"It's good to see Kenney
Hammonds bouce back to his
old form," Greene said of the
sophomore who was an all-
OVC selection last year. -The
thing that pleased me most
was his 11 rebounds."
Gary Hooker, who scored 25
points and pulled down 14
rebounds in the Racers'
opening-round loss to Pan





Sony presents the new KP-5000 TV projection system.
You've got to see it to believe it: a big, bright, beautiful
50" screen (measured diagonally) that puts you right in
the middle of all your favorite TV action. Sports events,
movies, everything comes alive on Sony projection TV.
Twin ground glass lenses and world-famous Sony
technology combine to give you the sharpest projection
picture yet, with professional controls that make in-
dividual fine tuning easier than ever. The Sony KP-5000.






Pan American took a
closing second 67-65 come-
from-behind win over the
Racers Friday.
Sleets had a total of 10 points
for the Racers on the night as
did reserve center Michael
Bates who also grabbed eight
rebounds.
Wichita State won 'the
championship by defeating
Pan American University 86-
75.
San Francisco State
fg fga ft fta reb pf tp
Harvey 1 4 0 I 2 0 2
WoUrnan 2 II 0 0 2 1 4
Pierce 2 6 I I 2 1 5
Bryant 0 6 0 0 1 1 0
Brazil 1 5 0 2 0 0 0
Kallnowslu
4 6 3 4 3 3 I I
Domecus 04 0 0 0 0 0 0
Crane 2 3 2 4 6 4 6
Carter 0 0 2 2 II 5 2
Akin 1 6 0 0 1 4 2
Rutz 2 3 0 0 2 3 4
Donati I 5 1 2 6 4 3
Reed I 2 0 0 2 P • 2
TOTALS 17 57 9 16 I! 32 43
• • •
Murray State
fg fga ft fta
Hooker 4 9 0
Green 2 4 0
Mann 4 5 0
Sleets 5 II 0




































































FORT WORTH, Texas (AP)
— Daring performances by
Kurt Thomas and Bart Conner
gave the United States three
gold medals at the 1979 World
Gymnastics Championship
individual finals.
Thomas, 23, retained the
gold medal he. won in the floor
exercise a ye,ar ago as he
shared the gold medal with
Roland Bruckner of East
Germany. Both received 9.90s
for combined totals of 19.800.
Thomas also captured the
horizontal bar title with his
stunning half-in, half-out
dismount. He earned 9.90 for a
19.775 total to edge Soviet
stars Alexandre Tkachev and
Alexandre Ditiatin.
In the women's individuals,
Christa Canary, 16, of Nor-
thbrook, Ill., placed highest
among the American women
with a fifth-place finish in the
vault.
The United States finished
third in men's competition and
sixth in the women's.
half. The Lakers tied the game
at 20-20 at the 2:00 minute
mark and Gary Emerson put
Calloway on top with a free
throw seconds later.
A late quarter Hickman
basket cut the Laker lead to
25-23 at the half.
The Falcons came out in the
third period behind the
shooting of John Flood and
jumped out on top 27-25.
Calloway fought back mid-
way through the qurater and
recaptured a three point lead
31-28. But Hickman bounced
right back and a good inside
move by Tim Dixon pushed
the Falcons back ahead by a
point.
Hickman held on to its one
point edge until the closing
seconds when a last second
bucket by Laker Dan Key
gave Calloway a one point
third quarter lead 35-34.
The Lakers came out in the
fourth quarter and took
charge of the game.
Calloway had widened its
lead toll points at the midway
point in the final sianza behind




scored eight of his 15 points
during the final quarter.
,Ball control and good
defensive work by the Lakers
inside the last 90 seconds
helped seal Calloway 'S win.
Laker coach Chic' Nute was
not happy with his teams' first
half performance but was
very pleased with the fourth
quarter play.
"We didn't play very well in
the first half," Nute said. • .But
we had a real good fourth
quarter. That's what won the
game for us."
"We're all very happy with
our first win." Note added
"We wanted the win and ee
went out and got it. We're over
that hump now and we hope
it's the start of something
good."
The Lakers next contest will
be Thursday night in an 8 p.m.
game against Livingston
County in the Calloway County
Christmas Tournament.
CALLOWAY CO. ISO —
Emerson 15, Key 12, Lovett 10,
Sanders 10, Smotherman 3,
McCuiston 2, Byrum 2.
HIC1CMAN CO. — Flood
18, 0. Allen 9, Walker 7, Dixon
4, Beard 1.
JV Lakers Win
In the junior varsity game
between Calloway County and
Hickman County the JV
Lakers put on a strong second
half performance and downed
the Falcons 42-37.
Calloway was slow getting
its offensiye started while
Hickman was on fire in the
first quarter and ended that
stanza holding a 11-4 lead.
The JV Lakers came back
strong in the second period
lead by Jeff Garrison.
Garrison scored eight of his 16
points in the second period and
lead Calloway to ac 20-19
ilalf_tiMelead, _ -
Calloway continued to pull
away in the third quarter. The
Lakers took away several
Falcon scoring chances by
converting timely steals into
quick scores. Calloway closed
the quarter with an eight point
advantage 35-27.
The Falcons cut the Laker
lead to four points late in the
game but the Lakers used
strong rebounding by Craig
Darnell` teamed with fine foul
shooting in the final minutes to
perseve the victory.
CALLOWAY (42) —
Garrison 16, Darnell 8, Miller
7, McAlister 7, Workman 3,
Butterworth 1.
HICKMAN (37) — Crisp 14,
Reynolds 7, Cooley 4, Beard 4,
Mullins 4, Duffy 2, Workman
2.





RICHMOND, Ky. AP ) -
Eastern Kentucky, having
blown a 20-point lead, needed
a last-gasp defensive gem to
subdue Nevada-Reno and send
the Colonels into Saturday 's
NCAA Division I-AA cham-
pionship game against Lehigh
in Orlando, Fla.
The Colonels, 10-2, defeated
Nevada-Reno 33-30 in two
overtimes, thanks to Joe
Richard's block of an extra
point attempt with 39 seconds
remaining in regulation.
Lehigh advanced with a 28-9
victory over Murray State.
Reno coach Chris Ault said
Richard's block "was the
whole ballgame. Someone
split our guard and tackle and
he just came through."
Richard's block short-
circuited a stirring Wolfpack
comeback. When Alvin Miller
plowed four yards for his third
touchdown, the Colonels led
comfortably, 23-3 with 13 47
remaining in regulation. •
But Reno's offense, which
had sputtered most of the daY.
suddenly roared to life
Quarterback Larry Worman
engineered three scoring
drives in the fourth quarter
and a fourth touchdown in the
first overtime, but David
Flores' 17-yard field goal in
the second overtime spelled
the difference.
•
"The momentum of the
game just completely changed
the second half," said EKU
coach Roy Kidd. "We made
two crucial mistakes to let
them back in the game."
The first was an errant snap
from center as EKU's Joel
Scrafton attempted a punt.
Scrafton managed to get a foot
on the ball, but it resulted in a
seven-yard loss. That set up a
27-yard field goal by Fernando
Serrano, cutting EKU's lead
to 16-3 in the third quarter.
The second mistake was a
defensive breakdown that
enabled John Vicari to return
a kickoff 88 yards for the score
that made it 23-10.
Worman later passed 13
yards for the first of two
touchdowns to Charles
Edwards, making it 23-17.
Frank Hawkins tied the game
on a one-yard run, setting the
stage for Richard's heroics.
In the first overtime, EKU
quarterback Bill Hughes
sneaked over from the one,
but Worrrian answered with a -
three-yard scoring strike to
Edwards. Serrano missed a
39-yard field goal attempt
after Hawkins was sacked
- while attempting a halfback
pass in the second overtime.
EKU then moved to a second
and goal at the one, but
Hughes and Miller failed to
punch it across and Flores
booted the tie-breaker.
Li", Reb•rt erocForoh e 
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Going Up
Calloway County's Gary Emerson and Hickmon's Jeff Mullins go up for
the ball during the takers' 54-39 win over the Falcons. Other players pictured are
for Calloway, Lorry Sanders (51), Richard Smotherman (41) and Keith Lovett (45)
For Hickman, Tim Dixon (12) is pictured.




wants you to win a share of
16 500! 
It's not a sweepstakes. Not a drawing. But a Bible contest based"
on your answers to questions taken directly from the Bible.
How much you win doesn't depend on how lucky you are—but on
how well you know your Bible.
Three chances to win
questions about the Old Testament. Part two asks three questions
The contest is divided into three parts. Part one asks you three
about the New Testament. And part three asks three general'
Bible questions that require knowledge of both Old and New
Testaments. You may enter any parts of the contest you wish —
first, second. third—or even all three





Prizes are as ropows
Part Two Part Three
First Place $2,500 First Place: $2.500
Second Place 1,000 SecOnd Plate: 1,000
Third Place. 500 Third Place: 500
Plus 45 Fourth Place prizes of $100 each ( 15 for each part 1.
That means you could win up to $7,500 cash money, depending on
how many parts of the contest you enter and win.
Easy to enter
To participate. all you need do is answer the three questions to
each part of the contest you wish to enter. Then merely fill out the
rest of the entry blank and mail this whole_ad-aiong with your
free will entry contribution of $1 for one part, $2 for any two parts
and $3 for all three parts. Free will entry contributions are tax
deductible.) Mail to:
Christian Church Union
Dept. C0559, Box 750•1ndependence, MO 64.052
Judging
Entries will be judged—and winners selected—by a panel of
judges selected by the Christian Church Union. The King James
"Version of the Bible will be considered the standard authority for
judging entries. Judges decisions are final.
Proceeds to fight world hunger
and spread the Christian message
All after-expense proceeds derived from free will entry contribu-
tions go toward research leading to the development, production,
and international distribution of fish protein concentrate for
infants and children suffering from malnourishment and protein
starvation —and toward production of Christian films designed to
carry God's message to mankind, Any additional contribution you
wish to make over and above your $1, $2. or $3 entry contribution
will be greatly appreciated. Send cash, check, or money order.
Please make checks and money orders payable to:
Christian Church Union.




1. Name the man God used to deliver Israel
from Egypt. 
2. Who killed Goliath' 
3.•What prophet was kept safe in the lion's
den? 
National Bible Contest, Part Two, New Testament:
1. What did the Wise Men follow to find
- Jesus? 
2. Who was sent to prepare the way for
Jesus? 




National Bible Contest, Part Three, General Bible Questions:




2. What is the longest book in the Bible?




Dept. 03559•Chnstian (Torch Union
• Box 750 • Inoependence. ...4u0
Mail by midnight this Saturday 
Here is my entry for the first National Bible Contest. I wish to
enter (please check) Part One f 1, Part Two [ ], Part Three
• ) and dm enclosing a $1 free will offering contribution (tax
deductible) for each part. entered. (To help the work of the
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Murray Streak Runs To
s Three After 62-60 Win
STE‘'E BECKER
Sports Reporter
The Murray High Tigers
extended their winning streak
to three games Saturday
night, edging Ballard
Memorial 62-60 on the loser's
home floor. The triumph
upped the Tiger's season
ledger to 4-1.
They all count as victories
and we are real glad to get this
one," said Murray head coach
Cary Miller. "This is one of
the toughest places in the
region to win in so we are
really pleased with the way
things came out," he added.
Junior forward Howie
Crittenden took game scoring
honors, pouring in 21 points.
Crittenden was also respon-
sible for pilfering seven
Bomber passes as Murray
forced Ballard into sixteen
turnovers during the contest.
Nick Swift was the only other
iger to. crack double figures
With 15 markers. The six-foot
senior also yanked down 10
rebounds to lead Murray in
that department. The Tigers
outrebounded Ballard 27-19 as
a team.
After playing to an 18-18
stand-off in the first quarter,
the locals held Ballard to just
eight second period points en
▪ route to a 35-26 halftime ad-
vantage.
The Murray mentor com-
mented on this outstanding
defensive 'pray saying,- 'Tor
about four minutes there in
second quarter, we played the
best defense that we have
played all season long. If we
could keep that kind of in-
tensity in our defensive play
for an entire game we would
really be hard to beat."
Ballard was forced to play
most of the second stanza and
all of the third without its
leading scorer Keith Myers.
Myers picked up four quick
fouls in the second eight
minutes and took a seat on the
bench with just nine points to
his credit through the first
three frames.
The Bombers refused to fold
to the Murray pressure and
proceeded to trim the visitor's
margin to five at 47-42 going
into the final quarter. Paced
by the sharp-shooting of Jim
Taller, who came off the
bench to fill in for Myers, and
Barry Stevens, Ballard out-
scored the Tigers 8-2 in the
first two-and-a-half minutes of
the quarter to sneak into a 50-
49 lead. Miller explained the
Ballard comeback by com-
menting, "We made the
mistake that many young
team's make when they get
ahead, we relaxed and let
them get back in the
ballgame."
Luckily for Murray, the
Bombers were foul-happy in
the final quarter, committing
an infraction on almost every
trip up the floor. The Tigers
went 16 the free thr-oVilinel8
Murray High Tiger Bobby Daniel manages to
get off a pass despite intense pressure from Ballard
Memorial's Steve Cavanaugh. Murray won the contest
62-60.
times in the final eight
minutes compared to just five
visits to the stripe by the hosts
in the same time period.
Murray hit 11 of their fourth
period free tosses and 24-36 for
the game for a 67 percent
average and the difference in
a close contest. With Ballard
hitting 55 percent of their
second half shots from the
field and an impressive 14-18
from the line for the game, the
Tigers needed every charity
shot they got in the last period
to hold off the Bomber rally.
"We showed what kind of
stuff we were made of down
the stretch," Miller
remarked. "We missed a
number of free throws but we
managed to come through
when we had to," he added.
Taffer led Ballard with a
career-high 16 points. Myers
and Stevens added 13 and 11
respectively to the Bomber
scoring total.
The Tigers are idle until
Thursday when they will
compete in the Calloway
County Holiday Tournament
to be held at Calloway's
Jeffrey Gymnasium.
Ballard 43 Murray 44
The Murray junior varsity
outscored their hosts 18-8 in
the final quarter but it was not
enough as the young Tigers
feel to Ballard 43-40 in .the
evening's first contest. The
Murray yearlings got off, to a
slow start and by the end of
the third quarter trailed by 13,
at 35-n.
The Tigers suddenly woke
up in the last period and put on
a furious final quarter rally
only to fall short by the
eventual 3-point margin of
defeat. Robin Roberts led
Murray with 13 points. David
McCuiston added 11 tallies as
the Tigers lost their second
consecutive verdict by three
points or less.
Murray High 62 — Howie
Crittenden 6 9-11 1 21; Nick
Swift 4 7-83 15 Todd Bradshaw
2 1-3 0 5; Bobby Daniel 2 3-4 3
7; Guy Furr I 0-1 2 2; Greg
Lotto 2 2-4 56; Nick Hibbard 2
2-3 16; Robin Roberts 0 0-2 0 0.
Totals: 19 24-36 15.
Ballard Memorial 60 — Jim
Taffer 8 0-0 4 16; Keith Myers 3
7-9 4 13; Barry Stevens 4 3-4 3
11; Todd.,Beardsley 2 2-2 5 6;
Steve Cavanaugh 3 2-3 2 8; Jeff
Brewington 2 0-0 3 4; Russ
Buchanan 1 0-0 22; Tracy Jiles
0 0-0 2 0; Greg Mitchell 0 0-0 2
0; Chris Story 00-0 1 0. Totals:
23 14-18 28 60.
Murray 18 35 47-62
Ballard 18 26 42-60
Junior Varsity
Murray High 40 — David
McCuiston 11; Robin Roberts
13; Stuart Alexander 6;
Walter Payne 4; Bruce Taylor
3; Jimmy West 2; Al Wells 1.
Ballard Memorial 43 —
Babb 18; Taffer 8; Buchanan
4; Dunning 4; Mitchell 4;
Beardsley 3; Stevens 2.
Murray 8 16 22-40
Ballard 14 25 35-43
L.A. Still Best In West
The Stretch
Nick Hibbard of Murray and Jeff Brewington
of Ballard Memorial try to outstretch each other for a
lose ball during Saturday night's game that saw the
Tigers take a 62-60 victory. Hibbdrd totalled 6 poirfts
for the game and Murray ran its win streak to 3
games.
Month Big Difference To Rams
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Sports Writer
A month ago, the once-proud
Los Angeles Rams were
struggling. Their record had
slipped to 5-6, they had fallen
out of first place and their
chances of winning the
National Football Conference
West Division title for the
seventh consecutive year
appeared dim.
What a difference a month
can make.
Now, after four consecutive
victories, including Sunday's
34-13 romp over the Atlanta
Falcons, the Rams again are
kings of the NFC West for a
record seventh time.
Three other teams in
National Football League
history — Minnesota, Dallas
and Cleveland — had won six
division crowns in a row. No
team ever had won seven.
"I always felt somehow
we'd get it," said Rams Coach
Ray Malavasi. "Right now,
we have momentum and this
is when you like to have it — at
the end of the season."
Although the Rams have
dominated the division in
recent years, they never have
won pro football's biggest
prize — the Super Bowl.
While the Rams were
dreaming about Super Bowl
miracles, five other teams
joined them and Philadelphia
$500 CASH
Register for our BEE-AIR CENTER Christmas Give-A-
















Most Stores Open Nights
Sun. Afternoons until Christmas
You are invited to shop and save at the largest Ford
Dealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars & trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars &
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.




— which clinched last week —
in the playoffs.
The Miami Dolphins, the
Cinderella team of 1972 when
they finished 17-0 including a
14-7 victory over Washington
in the Super Bowl, clinched
the American Football Con-
ference East title with a 28-10
victory over the Detroit Lions,
while the second-place New
England Patriots were losing
to the New York Jets 27-26.
The San Diego Chargers, the
AFC West leaders, clinched at
Home Is Where The
Wins Are For Kentucky
College Cage Squads
By The Associated Press
Home is where the heart is,
they, say, but for Kentucky
college basketball teams,




playing at home, posted
victories while Morehead
traveled to Mississippi and
lost to Mississippi State.
Murray, a first-round loser,
found the going easy enough in
the consolation game of a
tournament at Wichita, Kan.
Western Kentucky cruised
from a game-opening 16-5 run
Saturday night to post an 87-60
victory over Florida A&M.
Craig McCormick scored
the first six points of the
game, and Tony Wilson added
six baskets of his own as
Western rolld to the early
edge.
Western, 2-2, jumped ahead
with 13:56 left in the first half
and the Hilltoppers never
looked back in handing the
winless visitors their fourth
loss of the season.
Reserve Jack Washington
led Western's balanced attack
with 19 points, including 12 in
the second half. Kevin Daily
added 14, Wilson 11 and
McCormick 10.
Darryl Spencer led Florida
A&M with 19 points and
reserve Frank Grady had 11
before fouling out.
In Richmond, James
Tillman put his in third 30-plus
performance in as many
games this season to lead
Eastern Kentucky to a 99-80
win over Mississippi College.
Ullman, who had scored 35
and 39 points in his previous
starts, scored 17 points in the
first half in leading Eastern to
a 43-31 intermission ad-
vantage. He totaled 31 for the
evening.
Eastern, 2-1, put the game
away in the opening minutes
of the second half, scoring 11
unanswered points to forge
into a 54-31 lead with 17:34 to
play. The Colonels' biggest
lead was 73-45 with 12:29 left.
David Tierney scored 13
points for Eastern, while
Bruce Jones added 12 and
Anthony Conner 11. Hilton
Harrell led Mississippi
College, 1-3, with 17 points
while Anthony Hicks added 15.
In Starkville, Miss.,
meanwhile, Ricky Brown's 27
points led Mississippi State to
an 84-62 college basketball
victory over Morehead State.
Also in double figures for the
Bulldogs were Greg Grim with
13 points, Jeff Malone with 12
and Kent Looney with 11.
Eddie Childress paced the
visiting Eagles with 16 points,
and Charlie Clay added 12.
Albert Spencer chalked up 13
rebounds.
Mississippi State pushed its
record to 4-0, and Morehead
dropped to 1-2 for the young
season.
UK Signs Seven Players
To Conference Letters
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -
The University of Kentucky
has signed seven football
players to Southeastern
Conference letters of intent.
The group, announced
Saturday by the university.
includes Jeff Smith, a 6-foot-4,
230-pounder from Washington
County, an All-State selection
as a defensive end and punter.
He also was a running back
and tight end in high school.
Other all-staters signing
included Eddie Simmons, a 6-
foot-2, 175-pound wide
receiver and defensive back
from Richmond Madison;
offensive tackles Jim Hasty
(6-3%, 220) of Louisville St.
Xavier and Ron Knott (6-3,
217) from Louisville Bishop
David.
Others signing included:
— William Burse, 6-4, 210,
defensive end, Hopkinsville.
— Lawrence "Choo Choo"
Lee, 8-0, 175, back, Paducah
Tilghman.
— Robert Mullins, 6-3, 230,
lineman, Paintsville.
least a wild card playoff
position by walloping the New
Orleans Saints 35-0.
The Pittsburgh Steelers, 11-
3, and the Houston Oilers, 10-4,
who play in tonight's
nationally televised game at
the Astrodome, moved into the
playoffs when the Cleveland
Browns, behind them in the
AFC Central, were beaten by
Oakland 19-14 as the Raiders
kept alive their playoff hopes.
Denver has a 10-5 record
and Cleveland and Oakland
each are 9-6 in the battle for
the final playoff spot in the
AFC. The Broncos finish their
season at San Diego Dec. 17 in
a showdown for the AFC West
title. Cleveland winds up
Sunday at Cincinnati and
Oakland entertains Seattle
Sunday.
In the NFC, the Washington
Redskins joined Dallas and
Philadelphia atop the East
Division at 10-5 apiece,
defeating Cincinnati 28-14.
Dallas clinched at least a wild
card berth Saturday with a 24-
17 triumph over Philadelphia.
Chicago tied Tampa Bay for
first place in the Central
Division at 9-6 by edging the
Green Bay Packers 15-14
Sunday while the Buccaneers
were upset by the San
Francisco 49ers 23-7.
Chicago, Tampa Bay and
Washington have shots at the
two remaining playoff spots in
the NFC. In their final games,
Chicago entertains St. Louis,
Tampa Bay is home against
Kansas City, and Washington
plays at Dallas.
In the weekend's other
games, Seattle overcame
Denver 28-23, the St. Louis
Cardinals topped the New
York Giants 29-20, the Min-
nesota Vikings defeated the
Buffalo Bills 10-3, and Kansas




On The Blue Devils
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Last year, the Duke
basketball team had a devil of
a time living up to its advance
notices.
It seems to be a no-sweat
situation this year, however.
"Duke is making a joke of
college basketball," said East
Carolina Coach Dave Odum
after losing a 92-73 decision to
the nation's second-ranked
college basketball team.
"Their talent and their
coaching is super great.. .1
don't know how much better
they can get.••
That's what they said last
year, when Duke returned the
same power-packed lineup
that played in the NCAA finals
against Kentucky in 1978. But
something inexplicable
happened to Blue Devils in
their supposed "season of
destiny" and not only didn't
they win the NCAA cham-
pionship, they didn't even win
their own Atlantic Coast
Conference title.
But despite the loss of back-
court star Jim Spanarkel,
Duke opened this year with a
victory over highly-regarded
Kentucky in the season-
jumping Hall of Fame game in
Springfield, Mass., in
November. And Saturday
night's victory behind Mike
Gminski's 26 points was the
Blue Devils' fifth straight.
The Blue Devils took control
in the second half after East
Carolina bad- held the ACC
powerhouse to a halftime tie.
"Our second half was all
defense and all team offense
with fast-breaking, running
and everthing,- said Duke
Coach Bill Foster. "We looked
a lot better."
Meanwhile, Michigan pulled
off the weekend's only upset of
a Top Twenty team with a 63-
60 decision over No.16
Marquette.
"I think this shows we have
to be considered sleepers,"
said Michigan's Mike McGee.
"People have been un-
derrating us."
The Wolverines did it the
hard way against Marquette,
rallying from a I3-point
deficit, at 52-39, with 10:27 left
in the game. Marty Bodnar
sank two free throws for the
decisive points with 58 seconds
left.
Elsewhere, top-ranked
Indiana breezed by Texas-El
Paso 75-43 in the finals of the
Indiana Classic as Mike
Woodson led a balanced at-
tack with 15 points.
-Indiana is good," said
Texas-El Pas° Cacti Don
Haskins, "by far the best
we've played. I thought we
could have hung in there a
little better.. .maybe not have
won, but played better."
Herb Williams scored 18
points, collected 16 rebounds
and blocked four shots to lead
third-ranked Ohio State past
Stetson 69-50.
-Herb was definitely the
difference," said Ohio State
Coach Eldon Miller. "He was
a problem for them inside; he
is a problem for most teams
we play."
Kelly Tripacka scored 20
points, including eight during
a burst of 22 straight Notre
Dame points, to lead the
fourth-ranked Fighting Irish
to a 93-65 rout of St. Louis
University.
"Coming into this game, we
knew that St. Louis had played
well in the past against good
teams," said Notre Dame
Coach Digger Phelps. "We
were prepared for a delay
game and handled it well, I
thought. I also thought we did
an excellent job with the
press, and it's that kind of
intensity we have to sustain
throughout the season."
Kyle Macy scored 17 points
tolead a balanced offense as
fifthranked Kentucky crushed
Baylor 80-46. Macy' scored the
game's first three baskets and
keyed a Wildcat defense that
held the winless Bears to just
17 points in the first half.
"Kentucky has the makings
of one of the greatest teams
America has ever had when
they put it all together," said
Baylor Coach Jim Haller.
"And I think they will it




No.7-ranked UCLA over Santa
Clara 9249. The Bruins now
have a 3-0 record under new
coach Larry Brown.
"Santa Clara played very
well in the beginning, but in
the last six or seven minutes of
the first half, we really put it
together," said Brown. "Kiki
Vandeweghe is really a super
player. I kept him from really
getting a lot of points tonight
when I took him out early.
But ii want to give our young
guys a chance to play so
they'll have confidence during
the I Pac-10 ) Conference
season."
Mike 0•Koren's layup with
1:32 remaining triggered No.8
North Carolina to a 68-63
victory over Cincinnati.
Reggie Carter's 16 points
powered No.9 St. John's past
Army 84-61. - -
Roosevelt Bouie scored 22
points and Louis Orr added 17
as No.11 Syracuse won the
Carrier Classic with a 72-70
decision over Illinois State.
Joe Barry Carroll scored 32
points to lead 12th-ranked
Purdue over Providence 76-44.
Darrell Griffith's 32 points
sparked 14th-ranked
Louisville past Tennessee 77-
75. Steve Johnson scored 26 to
lead 15th-ranked Oregon State
over Hawaii 92-62.
&aig Shelton's 20 points led
No.17 Georgetown over St. Leo
College 117-68. Danny Ainge's
20-foot jumper gave No.18
BYU a 76-75 decision over Oral
Roberts. Ricky Ross scored 19
points to lead No.19 Kansas
over San Diego State 79-66.
Ronnie Lester's 26 points
paced 20th-ranked Iowa over
Detroit 80-54.
In other tournament action,
Curtis Berry, Ricky Frazier
and Steve Stepanovich teamed
for 62 points to lead Missouri
over Arkansas State 86-67 in
the finals of the Show-Me
Classic; UNC-Charlotte
whipped -Day idsurr- 10442 in-
the First Union Tourney;
Southern Cal captured the
Fiesta Bowl tourney by
defeating Arizona State 77-66
behind Purvis Miller's 19




Subscribers who have not receiv-
ed their home-delivered copy of
The Murray Ledger & Times by
5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Fri-
day, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m.
Saturdays.
A circulation department
employee is on duty during these:
time periods to insure delivery of
your newspaper. Calls must be
placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or 4'
p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office hours'
of The Murray Ledger & Times are
8 1.-m. to 5 p.m., Monday through_



























Reg. $3.98 Save $1.19
Includes:
- All You Can Eat SOUP 'n SALAD BAR
• 'um.% Juicy Siffoin Steak • Baked Potato or French Fries





• You can't give too much of a good thing.
• Give Sirloin Stocked* Gilt Cerlificate•
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Muffay Business News Bilefs
Americans Spend More





more than $20 billion a year to
gobble up burgers, fried
chicken and all the trimmings
at fast-food restaurants from
coast to coast. Sales of the top
10 chains alone are five times
as. big today as they were less
than 10 years ago.
While the experts disagree
about the nutritional value
offered by McDonald's,
Burger King, Kentucky Fried
Chicken and the like, the fast-
food outlets continue to grow
at a steady pace.
In 1978, domestic sales at
fast-food restaurants totaled
$21.2 billion, up 17 percent
from the previous year, ac-
cording to a report in
Advertising Age, the trade
publication. Consumers spent
one-eighth as much in fast
food restaurants alone as they





including everything from the
hamburger stand on the
corner to haute cuisine to the
. military inesshall.
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fastfood chains accounted for
about one-fourth of the total
foodservice organization sales
last year, up from 16.1 percent
less than a decade earlier.
In 1969. Institutions said,
McDonald's and Burger King
together had sales of under
$500 million. Today, their
sales total more . than $6
billion. Sales of Kentucky
Fried Chicken alone
quadrupled from 1969 to 1978.
The top 10 chains in 1969 had
sales of $2.5 billion; in 1978,
they had sales of $12.5 billion.
More than one food dollar in
three already goes for food
away from home. The
National Restaurant
Association estimates that
Americans will spend 40
percent of their food dollars at
restaurants of all types next
year.
Economists in industry and
government say there are
several reasons for the trend
toward meals away from
home. Working women are
less likely to emphasize home-
cooked food. They also have
more discretionary income to
spend. The growth in the
number of single-person
households also has boosted
thereStatir ant industry:
A Commerce Department
report issued earlier this year
said that the number of
franchised fast-food
restaurants went from 51,972
in 1977 to 57,878 in 1978, an
increase of more than 10
percent.
The agency predicted that
1979 sales would grow by .20
percent. It also said that
grocery stores are responding
by establishing eating places
of their own. "A number of
supermarkets are even in-
stalling sitdown restaurants in
their ....stores, while others
are opening restaurant chains
of their own," the Commerce
Department said.
The Food Marketing
Institute, in its annual report
on supermarket trends, said:
"Of continuing interest, is
retailer response to the rise in
foodaway-from-home trend."
The institute said that 43.6
percent of stores offered
carry-out deli items in 1978,3.4
percent had a lunch counter or
snack bar and 2 percent of-
fered sit-down restaurant
facilities. Five years ago, the
institute's annual report didn't
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NEW CAMPUS CENTER — A property exchange has been compl9ted at Murray State University paving the way for the
development of a new Methodist Center near the main campus. Or. Richard C. Gray, vice-president for administrative
services at the university, left, presents the deed and a check to Dr. Walter E. Mischke, Jr., completing the transaction for
property on Payne Street near Mason Hall for the new center in return for the property on North 15th Street where the
former United Campus Ministry was located before it was destroyed by fire March 8% 1978. Mischke also is chairman of the
Methodist campus ministry advisory board. In the center is Rev. Fred Morton, the denomination's campus minister. Plans
for the new center are in the early development stage.
1,200 UMW Workers Convene In
Denvqr To Deal With Problems
DENVER (AP) — Some
1,200 members of the United
Mine Workers have convened
at the foot of the Rockies here
to deal with some moun-
tainous problems.
The union's constitutional
convention began today with
UMW President Sam Church
scheduled to deliver a "state
of the union" address at
midmorning. He was expected
to make an urgent call for
rank and file unity and to tell
the convention delegates that
the UMW must have a
significant dues increase to
meet its political and
organizing objectives, among
other pressing problems.
- A - majority, of the -coal -
miners attending the 10-day
convention reside in the East,
especially in Appalachia,
where more than 10,000
miners have been laid off in
the past 18 months because of
a stagnant coal market.
Two chartered airplanes
brought more than 300 West
Virginia miners to Denver
Sunday afternoon. Many of
these miners have said openly
that they are worried about
the fate of the union, which
entered this decade with more
than 70 per cent of the nation's
coal production under con-
tract only to see the figure slip
to well below 50 percent in
recent years.
In turn, the delegates will be
told that they must be willing
to dig deep down in their
pockets if the UMW is going to
restore its once all-powerful
position in the coal industry.
Church has said he wants
the delegates to approve a
dues increase which would
have working members
commit at least three hours of
pay each month, or about $25
per miner. UMW miners
currently are assessed $12 a
month, which is divided
equally between the in-
ternational union, the districts
and the locals.
UMW Secretary-Treasurer
Willard Esselstyn, in a dress
rehearsal of a speech hes-Vill-
make to the delegates
Tuesday, said Sunday night
that the union's liquid assets
have dwindled from $46
million in 1970 to only $2.5
million in 1979.
"Where did the money go?"
he asked the empty
auditorium where the
delegates would convene a few
YOU'VE GOT A DATE
Between now and April 16th there are 26 dates for filing or
paying federal payroll, gift, estate, or income taxes. Included are
deadlines for filing individual and corporate estimated tax payments,
partnership information returns and W-2 statements.
Make sure you know what dates are important to you and your




201 S 6th Street, P.O Box 453 Murray, Kentucky 4207 1
hours later. "It went to help
the districts in the form of
loans and subsidies, to pay
fees and to provide financial
assistance for strikers."
Using slides to illustrate his
speech, Esselstyn said the
UMW had given and loaned
the districts some 122 million
over the past nine years. with
only. about $3 million of this
amount being repaid. He
added that legal settlements
had cost the union $15 million
since 1970 and that the UMW
had spent $16.7 million in
strike relief during this
period.
Esselstyn also Said that the
international union cannot
-rontinue to function without a
dues increase. He said th,
international must.get 88.87 a
month from each working
miner in order to properly
finance such essential
programs as organizing,
safety and lobbying, and to
meet inflated administrative
costs.
In addition to the dues:
proposal, the delegates will be
asked to make an exception of
the union's electoral process
and permit Church. who
moved up from vice president
recently when Arnold Miller
resigned because of ill health,
to appoint a vice president.
Church has said the UMW is in
no position to finance such an
election nor to deal with the
possible division that might
arise from such an election.
• The delegates also will be
asked to approve a plan for
organizing the burgeoning
mines in the West, where the
coal industry has boomed
during this decade. Some
observers have felt that one
reason the UMW decided to
meet in Denver was to help
reestablish its presence in the
area.
Whatever the reason, many
Denver residents were glad to
see the coal miners.
They were here once
befoie in the '60s," a Denver
cabbie said Sunday as he
watched the miners emerge
from the airport. "Nobody
spends like the miners. They
come to have a good time."
Columbia Gas Customers
Find Something Extra In Bill
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. AP, -
Utility companies routine's
include "stuffers," or loose-
leaf inserts, in monthly bills.
but Columbia Gas customers
found something extra the last
two months.
Stuffers give utility com-
panies a forum for en-
couraging conservation.
promising improved service
or conveying some other
message to the customer.
But Columbia Gas' stuffers
were a little different. They
were part of an ongoing
customer poll.
"Since paying customers
ultimately pay for the non-
paying customer," the
October insert said, "do you
feel the gas company should
be required to continue ser-
vice to customers who cannot
or will not pay for the gas they
use?"
Customers last month v.-ere
asked whether they were
willing to pay more for gas ''in
order that low-inconic
families would be able to buy a
basic amount of gas at a lower
rate."
The inserts were included in
bills oefiearly all the utility 's
customers in seven states, but
appeared aimed at its 17
million residential user',,
including 103,000 in Kentucks
"Some Of the questions have
a kind of nebulous result and
some don't draw much
response," said Paul Collins, a
spokesman in Columbia Ga:;'
communications department
in Columbus. Ohio. "Since it
the poll is not scientific, it's
really for our own in-
formation."
More stuffers are planned in
-coming months, Collins said.
The response may' decide
whether the company spends
more to collect bad debts,
which amounted to more than
$246,000 last year in Kentucky.
But November's question
appeared related to lifeline
rates. which Columbia Gas
opposes. The responses, once
tabulated, may eventually




customers using little gas
each month would pay a
lower-than-normal rate. The
utility would recoup its losses
by proportionately over-
charging larger users.
The ERC is now studying a
lifeline rates proposal that is
being pushed in Kentucky by
consumer and senior citizens'
groups.
-We are opposed to the
lifeline rate because we don't
think it would do what it's
proposed to do, but we're not
actively campaigning against
it," Collins said.
Columbia Gas says the
resultant change in gas billing
would increase administrative
costs, which would be passed
on as higher rates for
everyone.
"The theory behind gas
billing has been that you pay
for what you use," Collins
said. "This represents a
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radical change in billing. It's
not our business to judge the
wisdom of that, but when
they're talking about a change






















WASHINGTON AP) — A
unanimous Supreme Court
ruled today that parent labor
unions may not be held legally
responsible for ,unauthorized
"wildcat" strikes.
Giving a major victory to
organized labor, the justices
killed a lawsuit filed against
the United Mine Workers
union, its District 17 and three
union locals by Carbon Fuel
Co., owner of southern West
Virginia coal mines.
The suit sought com-
pensation for 48 strikes at
Carbon, Fuel's mines from
1969 to 1973 that District 17 had
not condoned.
A federal jury trial was held
in Charleston, W.Va., in 1976
on Carbon Fuel's charges that
the UMW, District 17 and
Locals 6572, 7626 and 2236 had
violated collectively
bargained contracts.
After all testimony had been
given, U.S. District Judge
K.K. Hall instructed jurors
that the international union
and District 17 could be found
liable only if they had not
taken all "reasonable means"
to end the work stoppages.
The jury awarded damages
to Carbon Fuel in individual
verdicts as to each strike.
Damages totaled more than
$722,000 against the locals,
more than $242,000 against
District 17 and more than
$206,000 against the UMW.
The 4th U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals, howver, last year
threw out all judgments
against the UMW and District
17.
It ruled that Judge Hall's
"all reasonable means"
standard was erroneous.
Today's Supreme Court ruling





Local Realtor, Bill. Kop-
- perud:lias been KIK dl MU the
Certified Residential
Specialist CRS t designation
by the . Realtors National
Marketing Institute, the
primary educational affiliate
of the National Association of
Realtors.
The award was announced
during Marketing Institute
meetings held in conjunction
with the National Association
of Realtors convention
recently in New Orleans.
The CRS designation is a
certification of skill, ex-
perience, and documented
activity in the field of
residential real estate.
Kopperud is broker-owner
of Kopperud Realty, 711 Main
St. He is president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Board of - Realtors, 'and'a
member of the Kentucky
Association of Realtors. He is
also on the board of directors
of the Murray Rotary Club,
and member of the District
Boy Scout Committee.
The Marketing Institute is
the ritajor educational arm of
the National Association: In
Bill Kopperud
addition to courses and
seminars leading to three
specialist designations, the
Institute also offers texts,
sales aids and assists in the
publishing of Real Estate
Today, a national magazine
for more than 720,000 Realtors
and Realtors-Associates.
Christmas Ideas
For That Special Man!
rNamebrand Pipes
...Blended Tobacco
r• imported Cigars 8 Cigarettes








































































average price of $92 per cwt.
The heavier end weighing 600-
700 pounds brought $84.
'` These prices are con-
siderably higher than the
general market for feeder
cattle and above prices paid at
a graded feeder calf sale held
Five days before the CPH calf
sale at Somerset. In the
regular graded sale, steers
weighing 400-500 pounds
averaged $84.68 per cwt and
steers weighing 600-700
brought an average price of
$80. Comparable weight and
grade heifers at the graded
sale brought an average price
of $69.74 per cwt.
The market generally was
strengthening during the time
between the two sales, buy
even so the CPH calves sold
$4-$6 a cwt. above the going
market prices when the
Somerset sale was held.
CPH calves sold relatively
better at Somerset than they
did at an earlier sale in
Lexington. The reasons, are
that there were more cattle at
Somerset, they attracted
inure buyers and the CPH
calves were also sold in
graded lots.
Farmer feeders and order
buyers were active bidders at
the Somerset sale. Premium
prices paid for CPH were
exceptionally good on lighter
cattle. A number of Kentucky
cattlemen bought the calves
for wintering in backgroun-
ding and stocker programs.
Order buyers commented
that they needed more cattle
like those that went through
the auction ring at Somerset,
certified as preconditioned for
health and trained to eat from
a bunk. This indicates that
there is a good demand and a
marketing advantage in the
future for Kentucky cattlemen
who go to the trouble of
qualifying their calves to wear
the CPH ear tag.
One farmer feeder from
Indiana bought three loads of
the CPH calves. He com-
mented that he was impressed
by the calves and that he
would be back to Kentucky for
more of them next year if they '
work out as expected in this
feedlot.
The certified calf precon-
ditioning program in Ken-
tucky as a beef industry wide
effort to boost , cow herd
profits. Developed by the UK
College of Agriculture Ken-
tucky Beef Cattle Association,
Kentucky Veterinary Medical
Association and the Kentucky
Department of Agriculture,
the broad-based program has
the support of the feed in-
dustry, market operators and
others interested in Ken-
tucky's $576 million cattle
industry.
Delegates Call For Legislation
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Delegates to the 60th annual
-Welitucky nirm Bureau
conVention have called for
legislation to forbid non-
resident aliens from owning,
leasing, renting or otherwise








UK College of Ag.
Extension Service
Calves certified precon-
ditioned, for health sold con-
siderably above the going
market for ordinary feeder
cattle at Kentucky's second
sale held for CPH calves
recently in Somerset.
Overall, the CPH calves
brought prices $4-$6 a cwt.
higher than prices paid for
other calves of . similar
weights and grades about the
same time at other sales.
Buyers at .the Nov. 12 sale
apparently bid premium
prices for what the blue CPH
ear tags on the calves stand
for — a faster start in the
feedlot with less trouble from
stressts, disease and
parasites. CPH calves are
certified by a veterinarian and
county' ExtensiOn agent as
trained to eat from bunk and
drink from a trough, vac-
cinated for certain diseases,
wormed and treated for grubs.
Selling on a strong up
market at Somerset, 291 head
of CPH steer calves weighing
an average of 511 pounds
brought, an. average _price of,
$88.39 per cwt. In the same -
sale, 251 CPH heifer calves
weighing 451 10s: brought an
average price of $77.75.




Calloway County High School students Ginger Compton,
left, alul Mitchell Paschall are pictured with Mike Richey,
center, Director of Student Relations, University of Ken-
tucky, College of Agriculture. Richey had just finished talk-
ing with some of the agribusiness and horticulture classes at
CCHS. Compton is a horticulture student and Paschall is




after a WELCOME WAGON call.
A. your Neste's, it's my job to help you maks the
most of year new neighborhood. Or shopping areas.
Community opportunities. Special attractions. Lots
of facts to save you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts for your family.
I'll be listening for your call.
1,1cor7le IT (*fon
Inge King 492-8348 Mary Hamilton 753-5570
More than 900 delegates —
representing more than
200,000 Fartn Bureau, mem-
bers in Kentucky — concluded
their convention Saturday
with a number of tough-
minded responses to a variety
of issues.
The policies include support
of removing taxes from




funds to help young farmers
get started, and cracking
down on burning flags and
raising marijuana.
The delegates also passed a
resolution supporting
President Carter in the
Iranian crisis, and they called
for new steps to reduce the
nation's dependence on
Middle Eastern oil.
The proposed ban on alien
ownership of land would apply
to individuals and to any
business in which non-resident

















Look at these Shell ROTELLA® T Oil
values at Ky. Lake Oil Co.
ROTELLA* T Oil single grade --
proven in billions of miles of line-
haul service in every type of truck
diesel. Helps keep engines clean,
fights corrosion and wear, and con-
tributes W long, trouble-free
engine service. Result: lower
operating costs. $15.00/case
ROTELLA T Multigrade Motor
Oil 15W-40 speeds cold starts,
adds extra life to batteries and
starting systems. Offers poten-
tially lower fuel and oil consump-
tion compared to SAE 30 and 40
grade oils. All this plus 12-month
engine protection. Shell 15W-40 —
an all-season, all-diesel cost cutter!
$17.70/case
•R(TTELLA is a trademark and is used as such in this writing.
Kentucky Lake Oil Co. Shell
South 4th, Murray, Ky. 753-1323
The Farm Bureau
resolutions also call for an end
to any tax looptuiles that
might be enjoyed by alien
landowners. The foreign-
ownership issue is expected to
come before the 1980 General
Assembly.
The delegates urged
development of a variety of
energy sources, including
nuclear power, solar energy
and gasohol. They recom-
mended that Kentucky
'remove state taxes from
gasohol for five years.
The delegates also called for
several other forms of tax
relief, including phasing out
federal estate taxes.
Farm leaders have said that
estate taxes, along with the
rising costs of equipment and
farmland, have made it in-
creasingly difficult for young
people to become farmers.
The Farm Bureau
recommended that "efforts be
made to establish a method of
financing farms through the
use of local, state, federal or
other funds that would enable
young people to start far-
ming."
The group adopted a series
of other resolutions, including
one that would raise from
15,000 to 30,000 pounds the
amount of burley tobacco that
may be leased from one farm
to another.
Another resolution calls for
legislation to make defiling
the flag and raising or traf-
ficking in marijurana felony
offenses.
Ray Mackey of Hardin
County was re-elected witkout
opposition as president of the
Kentucky . Farm „Bureau.
William R. Sprague of Union
County was re-elected first
vice president, and S.J. Stokes
Jr. of Fayette County retained





And if you are
sick or hurt and can't
work, Recovery Income

















VW re with wise kw the long ride
AT NATIONAL MEETING—Larry and Marilyn McKinney
of Farmington Route 1, near Lynn Grove, represented the
Paducah Division of Dairymen, Inc., at the 63rd annual
meeting of the National Milk Producers Federation Nov. 26
to 29. The McKinneys were selected as the outstanding young
dairy family from their cooperative. The prize, a trip to the
only national meeting of dairy cooperatives, is part of an
overall educational program designed to help build the dairy
leaders of tomorrow. The Federation, a Washington, D. C.,
based trade association, was formed in 1916 to provide a
strong unified voice for America's dairy cooperatives. The
annual meeting brings together cooperative leaders from
farm, co-op management and government. Mrs. McKinney is











WE'RE OPEN AT 7:30 A.M.
AUTO SERVICE CENTER






YOUR CHOICEWARRANTED 90 DAYS . . .
OR 3,000 MILES WHICH-
EVER COMES FIRST
$1588
• Front-End Alignment and FREE tire rota-
tion. Parts and additional services extra if
needed • Inspect and rotate all four tires
• Set caster, camber, and toe to proper
alignment • Inspect suspension and steer-
ing systems
Most U.S. cars, some Imports • Foreign















are not required. Air gap
Is set where required.










You only pay once, From then on,
we'll align your car's front end at
no charge, every 5,000 miles or
whenever it's needed — for as long
as you own your car. No problems.
No hassle. No fooling.
LIFETIME ALIGNMENT —
For as long as you own your car, we will recheck and align the front end, if needed,
every 6 months or 5,000 miles — or whenever needed. Valid only at the Goodyear
Service Store where purchased. Offer does not cover the replacement of tires and/or
parts that become worn or damaged. Agreement void if service work affecting the






• Check charging and starting 
systems • install new rotor.,
spark plugs, points, and condenser • 
Set dwell and timing
• Check, lubricate, and a
djust choke as neededilust
carburetor • Additional parts & 
services extra If needed.
Any time within one year of 
your tune-up, bring your
Invoice and 'Free Engine 
Analysis' certificate back
to the Goodyear Service 
Store that performed the 
original
work. They'll give your car an 
electronic check-up, and if
any parts replacement or 
adjustment is needed, and was
part of the original tune-up, 
Goodyear will fix it free of








Includes up to five quarts
major brand 10:33 oft
04 filter extra if needed
• Chassis lubrication and oil change• Includes light trucks• Please call for appointment
WINTER RETREAD PAIRS!
WHITEWALLS,
ADO 53 PER Tom
With Deep-Biting Tread Lugs For Traction
When You Need it!
2 for 2 for 2 for 2 for
2 $36 $44 $52
Choose 595.14, C78-14 or 078-14 E78-14 
F78-14 078-15
A78-13, or 5 60-15 
H78-15. 0,178 15
Bleckwall prices. Add 29( to 560 TEl per tire, 'mending on sire, no trade needed
(Construction may be bias ply or bus-belted i
Pi 
Just Say 'Charge It'
Goodyear Revolviny
Charge Account
Use any of hese 7 other ways to
bur.i; Our Own Customer Credit Pla
n
• ester Charge • Visa • America
n
Express Card • Carte Blanche •
Others Club • Cash
THE GOODYEAR PROMISE
• WE DO PROFESSIONAL WORK • WE DO ONLY THE WORK YOU AUTHORIZE
• WE RETURN WORN-OUT PARTS • WE HONOR OUR AUTO SERVICE WARRANTY NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY. All Goodyear service is war-
ranted for at least 90 days or 3.000
whichever comes first — many services,
much longer. If warranty service is ever
required, go to the Goodyear Service Store
where the original work was performed, and
we'll fix it, free. If, however, you're more than
50 miles from the original store, go to any of
Goodyear's 1400 Service Stores nationwide
Store Manager Norma@ Nagedera
Goodyear Service Store
.12th-Murra Store Hours: 7 a.m. With 5 p.m. Il
ion.-Sat. Ph. 153-0595
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NAVEN'T YOU EVER HEARD










"WHY NOT A JUNIOR CIVITAN CLUB for Murray?" was the topic of interest at the
Dec. eth meeting of the Murray Civitan Club. Speaking to the local Civitans was Ben Lind-
sey, Director of Youth Affairs of the Kentucky District of Civitan International, from the
Bowling Green Evening Civitan Club. Holding a Junior Civitan Organization Kit is Mrs.
Opal Roberts, local Civitan President, flanked by Lindsey on right, and T. 0. McGalliard,
Lt. Gov. of Area IV of Kentucky Civitans. The next meeting of Murray Civitans will be Dec.
20 when Colonel Bill Boley. nationally known ventriloquist, will be the guest speaker and
















































THOSE ARE NICE MITTENS..
BE CAREFUL NOT TO LOSE-
THEM, OR YOU WON'T
GET ANY PIE!
3 Thrive


































































RRR55 so RRR 57
Dtstr. by United Festure Syndicate. tnc.
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the




Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 4r4C-47C
If bored with the same old
routine, try an innovative
approach to tasks. The grass
is. not greener elsewhere.
Enjoy current benefits.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 201
A time to distinguish bet-
ween reality and fantasy re a
romantic interest listen to
the ideas of a mate rc
children's affairs.
GEMINI




GREENUP, Ky. (AP) -
Jesse Stuart's 1,000 acre farm
now belongs to the people of
Kentucky, after dedication
ceremonies that renamed the
area the Jesse Stuart Nature
Preserve.
The land, formerly owned
by the famous Greenup
County writer, officially
became a public preserve
Friday.
Gov. Julian Carron visited
the ailing Stuart's bedside in a
brief _ ceremony Friday
Morning. Stuart- suffered a
stroke 18 months ago and has
been bedridden ever since.
Gov. Carroll told Stuart that
his beloved W-Hollow farm
will not only have a value as a
nature preserve, but "it will
have literary value as well
since nearly all the poems,
books and characters in your
works came from this land."
Under an agreement
worked out between _the
Stuarts and the state, half of
the land, which has an
assessed value of $1.47
million, was donated by Stuart
and his wife. The other half
was purchased from the
Stuarts with state and federal
money.
The 1,000 acres, which
Stuart acquired during his
lifetime, was land that his
father, the late Mitchell
Stuart, had rented from
various landlords when Stuart
was a boy.
The Stuarts live in IX-
Hollow, within sight of tht:
place where Stuart was born.
Stuart and his wife will keep a
small plot of land surrounding
their home and will continue
to reside there.
Meanwhile, . Don Harker.
direetor of. the ---.)cAtl4.c'k-
• Nature Preserves Com-
mission, said at least one
hiking trail will be open in the
farm this spring. Mrs. Stuart
said one of the first trail to tx
opened would be if:
Shinglemill Hollow. obtit titr
husband wrote the puern.
"Shinglemill Symphon:,.- as
well as the longer it in.
"Ifyve Song for OVQr 40
CHRISTMAS BALI,
A Christmas Ball spoils, ,Ft''
by the Murray State
University Huune
Progranuning Council v%)11 be
held on Dec. 12 at 8 p.m ur the























FOR RELEASE TUESDAV, DECEMBER 11, 1979
Confusion on the domestic
Tont can be straightened out




June 21 to July 221 GO
Substitute creative thinking
-for daydreaming. Co-workers




July 23 to Aug. 22 ) ta4g
Financial extravagance
possible. Not a time for
gambling. Safeguard assets
and be lir protective of
belongings. Family is sup-
portive.
VIRGO
i_Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
You may not know which
way to turn re a confusing
domestic decision. A relative
may provide you with an-
swers. Enlist his support.
LIBRA
Sept. 21 to Oct. 221 -11-rl
Pay no heed to gossip or
rumor. Your thinking may ,be
unrealistic. Avoid escapism
and use quiet moments to get
needed relaxation.
SCORPIO
t Oct. 23 to Nov. 211
Dpt
ntAP
Stay clear of financial
dealings with new acquain-
tances. Easy money schemes
are doubtful. A p.m. get-
together looks promising.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 211 )1V
Career goals may be
idealistic but unrealistic. Do
further research before
launching new projects._ A
short trip brings new ideas.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) V
An agent or adviser may be
evasive. You'll do better
listening to the advice of
friend. Try a new approach to
financial questions.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20 to Feb. 181 "1"'"
Keep a tight lid on capital.
Not a time for taking risks.




I Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) "A.
A partner may be worried
about the welfare of a relative,
but the p.m. brings good news.
The urge to do something new
should be followed.
YOU BORN TODAY are
intuitive but inclined to be
expedient. You should trust
your hunches in business, but
you'll have greater success if
you'll take a chance on your
creativity. You're an ad-
vanced thinker capable of





By The Associated Press
At least seven persons died
in weekend traffic accidents
on Kentucky highways, ac-
cording to state police reports.
The deaths raised the state's
traffic toll for the year to 829,
compared with 845 through the
same date a year ago.
Four of the fatal accidents
occurred early Sunday, in-
cluding one that took the lives
of two Irvine residents.
State police said Paul and
Mary Tipton died in a two-
vehicle crash at 11:21 p.m..
CST about three miles west of
Irvine on U.S. 52. The ages and
relationship ofdpe victims had
net been determined.
Jesse H. Davis, 23, of rural
Sparta, died early Sunday in a
two-vehicle crash in Gallatin
County, state police said. The
accident occurred about six
miles south of Warsaw on
Kentucky 35,_ _
A Louisville woman was
struck and killed about 2:30
a.m. Sunday while she walked
along Dixie Highway. Officers
identified the victim as 42-
yearold Ruth A. Wilson.
A single-car crash Saturday
morning took the life of a
Jefferson County teen-ager.
Authorities said Marcella Sue
Cundiff, 16, vy,as thrown from
the car in which she was
riding after it overturned
several times on Interstate 264
at Ralph Avenue.
Gregory Todd Delk, 1,6, of
Lebanon Junction, died
Saturday morning when his
car went down an em-
bankment at the intersection
of Belmont Road and Ken-
tucky 61 in Bullitt , County,
according to the county
deputy coroner.
A light truck crashed into
the rear of a parked car late
Friday, claiming the life of
James K. Tobbe, 28, of
Okoltma, police said. The
accident occurred on Rochelle
Road in Jefferson County.
1. Legal Notice 1. Legal Notice
The Murray Community Development Agency's
first cut-off date for accepting applications will be
Friday, December 14, 1979.
At this time, we will be ranking applications that
have already been turned in. The Agency will start
taking applications again in the near future.
If you have not turned in an application and you
are interested in the rehabilitation program, please
fill out an application and turn it in by 5:00 p.m. on
December 14, 1979.
If you have any questions, concerns, or need help
filling out an application, please call the Agency
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. till 5 p.m. at
759-1224.
A final settlement of accounts
has been flied in the Calloway
District Court by Thomas E
Brown Executor, of the estate
of Barbaraella K Brown,
deceased Exceptions to his
settlement must be filed in the
Calloway District Court on or
before December 19. 1979, the
datEkof hearing.
Frances W Shea, Circuit Court
Clerk
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
The following estate fiduciary
appointments have been made
In 'the Calloway District Court.
All claims against these estates
should be filed with, the
fiduciary within six months of
qualification.
Mitzi Lee Warner, Rt 8..Box 46,
Murray. KY 42071. deceased.
Lynn Warner. Rt 8. Box 46.
Muriay KY 42071. Ad-
ministrator
William Ed Glover 118 N 14th
St.. Murray, KY 42071 deceas,
ed. Daniel L Glover. No .1
Shady Oaks Trailer Park, Mur-
ray KY 4Z07I Administrator
Claud Lesttrer Cunningham.
Rt 4 Box 88 Murray. KY
42071. deceased. Hafford
Cleon Cunningham. 424 Col-
umbus Ave Paducah. KY
42001 Executor
Ernestine Venable. Rt I. Box
56 Murray. KY 42071. Com-
mittee for lack L Hixon. Rt 1,
Murray KY 42071. incompe-
tent
Freddie Duncan, Rt 1. Dexter.
KY 42036 'deceased. Donnie
Dale Duncan. Rt 1 Dexter. KY
42036. Executor
Marione B Cooper. 607 Dod-
son Ave.. Murray. KY, deceas-
ed. W.l. Cooper, 607 Dodson
Ave. Murray. KY 42071, Ex-
ecutor.





Neve a Dengktir get-







4444 or For Teens:





Lise.d h•r• is o ready
r•ferenc• that will quickly
h•lp you locat• th•




3. Cord of Thanks
4. In Memory






13. For Sal• or Trade
14. Want To Buy












27. Mobile Horne Soles
28. Mob. Horn* Rents
29. Heating -Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want To Rent
32. Apts. For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent








44. Lots For Sole
45. Forms For Sole






32. Boats and Motors
52. Services Offered
54. For Trod.
35. Feed And Seed
56. Fre* Column
57. Wonted
Free Store for the needy. All
donations appreciated. Anyone
having need or would like Bible
information or study call Bible






Even if you're still in high
.schoril. the Navy's Delay ed
Entry Program I /EP, yan
make the (mute work tot you'
/Ergives you a head stint -
With f ou Can enlist in
the Navy now! Then iu may
have up to six, nine or even
twelve months before !,riu
report for active duty
This way if you're qualified,
you can get int, I the Navy
technical st.hi • ii of your choice
Many pripular y programs
fill up fast but with DEI'
you can register IN
ADVANCE
DEP's flexibility allows you
to finish school, take care of
personal or family matters,
relax or travel. Its all possible
There's more gond news when
you sign up you're officially
in the Navy, building semonty
toward future Navy pay -
BEFORE YOU REPORT
Fr )1( DUTY.
Find out more from your
-nearby- Nawy recruiter today'
Or call toll free
800 841-8000 On Georgia
1400 342.5855i. Find your
future today'
NAVY.








Better health through better








Jesus states in Matthew /21
''Not every one that saith unto
me, Lord. Lord, shall enter into
the kingdom of heaven, but he
that doeth the will of my
Father which is in heaven '.
Sabbath worship service. Satur-
days 5 pm Iii 6 pm Brble
study. 6 til 7 and 7 til 8 even-
ings. Study by phone anytime.
2. Notice
Free Store 759-4600
What we do best is care
Needline. 153-6333
5. lost and Found
Found Brittany Spaniel Lan
435-411/after 5 pm
lost Female, black Shepherd.
missing on left hip Call 759
48
namedAStra Has patch of hair
6. Help Wanted
Homewurkers earn $50 per
hundred seoping. stuffing











profit sharing. Apply at
Mayfield Machine Tool




Need . babysiner in the East
Elementary area Will need Own
transportation to pick up
kindergarten student Call 753-
2738 after 5 prn
9. Situation Wanted
-
Houseitork. one Or- tero - days a-
week 753-7812
Will do babysitting have own




Business complete, with real
estate, lighting sound system
concessions Unlimited oppor-
tunity Call Spann Realty
Associates 753 7724
Nice six acres of rolling, wood,
ed land, suitable for subdivi-
sion. Good road frontage.
beautiful view, and low price
Call Spann Realty Associates.
753-7724
The old Carriage House
Restaurant across from Murray
State University campus is a
fine- buy -for someone Doing
good business Reason for sell-
ing is owner s health Building
is leased and the business
equipment and inventory are
reasonably priced Call us for
more details Spann Realty
Assor:;atPs 77/4
14. Want To Buy
Scrap Iron i Metals.
Industrial
Clean-Up Service
NNW. Ify. News I amt.-4 p.m.
412-1180 Illen.•Fri.
Want to buy one acre more or
less at reasonable price near
Murray Call 753-0193 after 5
pm
Want to buy Junk cars Call
474-8838 after 5 pm
Articreslor Sale
Bargains! Leaf rakes. $199.
chain saw files, all sizes, 79
cents each, air conditioner
covers. $1.99; fire shovels 99
cents each, windshield de-icer,
12 oz spray can. 88 cents:
duct tape 2-x180' roll, $259.
stove pipe. $1 39, heat
bulbs, 250 w-alt. infra red,
$1.39 each Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Christmas Special! Hair dryer
.compact. 1200 watt, light
weight. *$9.99. Wallin Hard-
ware.
,Cash register. adding machine,
ready to wear clothing racks,
glass shelving and utcorative
mirrors, smoking stands Call






12th & Poplar 753-1227
Quantity Discounts
Fireworks! Big Selection!
Also Fiberglass for Sale
Discount Building
Materials
V4 mile south of Hazel, Ky. on Hwy. 641 (across f ron I
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15. ArticLes For Sale
Black metal flu caps, sizes 8x8,
8x13, 13x13. Call Murray
Lumber Company, 753-3161.
Christmas Speciali Purple Mar-
tin houses 6 rooms $23 99.
12 rooms. $36 99 18 rooms.
$49 99. 24 rooms, $59 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris
WEDDING DRESS








Imre country. cams average
weight 23 lbs Cali 436-5525
after 4 pm
16.-Home Furnishings 
Christmas Special' 9 piece
stainless steel cookware set
with topper bottoms. $29 99
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special' Revereware
Saucepan, 1 quart, $10.99; 2
quart, $14.99, 3 quart, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
Christmas Special! • Slow
cooker, 5'2 quart, high and low
heat, Teflon II lined. $14.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
Christmas Special' Water Pulse
Shower Massage Deluxe Head
$9 99, hand held and wall
mount unit; $l3.'99 Wallin
Hardware Paris
Christmas Special' Self-
cleaning Munsey ovens Model
353. $2799. model 351,
$43 99; Model 359, $49 99
Wallin Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special' Club
aluminum 7 piece set. $33 99.
8 piece set, $39.99. 10 piece
set, $49 99. 11 piece set.
$59.99 Choice of colors
Wattle Hardware. Paris
Christmas Special' Silvertone
cookware. 7 piece set. $26.99
Wallin Hardware,-Paris.
Christmas Special' Corelle Ex-
pressions. 20 piece sets. All
patterns. $46.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Victor io
Number 200 Tomatoe weer




Stainless steel sinks, 4 hole,
self-rimming, double compart-











vacuum cleaner. Operates on
12 volt system, includes 15 ft
cord, nozzle brush, crevice toot




660 Case combine, 196/
model with 2 row corn header
all in good condition Call 492-
8586
Frost proof hydrants 2 ft bury
depth For yards or barn lots
$25 99 Wallin Hardware,
Paris
For sale Blue and red Heeler
pups Excellent stock dogs 8
weeks old Dec 25th Shown by
appointment only l502) 886-
4719
Wheelbarrows. $15 88, $29 99:
$39.99 and $59.99 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
20-.  Sports Equipment 
Two Winchester model 12's.






To Fit Most Stereo's
Bring Your Old Needle
For a Perfect Match!
World of
Sound
7171. Os TIT• nor)
Used Spinet piano Buy this
beauty and save' Clayton's - I




24. Miscellaneous  
Antique clocks for sale Well
made.. unique Christmas gifts.
Call 753-6347 after 5
weekdays. anytime weekends.
Also will repair old clocks.
Blacktop driveway sealer. 5
gallon pail, $7.99. Supply
limited. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
Christmas Special! Skil Router.
model 548. 17 hp, $24.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Christmas Special! Skil cor-
dless inch drill, 2 speed.
rechargeable. reversing model
2002, $29.99. Wallin Hard-
ware. Paris.
Chain 'saw chains. Three
eighths -inch pitch for the
following bar sizes 16".




chain 'saw sharpener. sharpens
25 Foot grain and hay elevator, your chain like a pro $11 99
$250  436-5812 after 6.30 pm Wallin Hardware, Paris
or *own*/ I.•••• WIT please cal 713 MIT ••• /ay • wernoc• IletTry 
S.,..,.Price of 
PRICE SHAVE 75'HAIRCUT $1.2S 
209 Wishert Sfreirf
NEW OFFICE HOURS: Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 t115:00
HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
SCOTT DRUGS













Christmas Special' Skil saws.
all with 1'4 blade, model 538,
$29 99 model 574, $34.99;
model 576 $49 99, model
559 $59 99, model 553,
$19 99 Wallin Hardware.
Paris
DRY HICKORY. Excellent for
stove. Call 354-8995.
Firewood. $25 a rick. delivered.
Oak, Hickory. assorted Round
and split, 18- or 24" 489-
2327
Firewood for sale 474-2359
Firewood. $20 and up. 167-
4441.  3L Want To Rent
Fiberglass canopy. 120'05'
Excellent for cover over storage






QUC EM VA CrAT1ON
Have Oak, Hickory ' firewood,
$20 a rick, will deliver. Call
753-6837
Handmade baby doll clothes
for all small, medium, and
large dolls. Very reasonable
753-4011
Lawn sweeper. Sweep your
lawn • in one tenth the time.
Push type, $39.99; pull type
31-, 10 bu. capacity. $119.99:
pull type 38". 16 bu. capacity,
$189 99. Wallin Hardware.
Paris.
Mobile home roof coating, 5
gallon pail. $26.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
Mobile home anchoring sup-
plies available at Wallin Hard-
ware Paris
Sheet cor.k.:sizes 3x4 and 3x8
Call Murray Lumber Company,
153-3161
The Tote Machine. It's a dolly.
It's a cart. It'a a hauler. It's a
wood carrier. It's an outboard
motor caddy. It's a leaf and
brush cage. $79 99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris.
Used 55 gallon drums Thorn-
'n Tile & Marble
Nood for sale. $20. We deliver
(All 759-116-7 after 4 pm
25. tusines-s-ServiCes
book Rack. Trade or sell used
books Gift certificates.
4estern • Union. 808 Chestnut.
Call 753-4821.
Maybelle Joyner Bridals Wingo
Kentucky. 61ired Angelo bridal
gowns bridesmaid's dresses
and veils, saes 6 to 2412
Shown by appointments Call
.376-5387
26. TV-Radio
25 inch RCA color t v
automatic. $250 In good con-
dition Phone 753-6531
Sisson's Zenith T.V. Christmas
sale. All 1979 t.v.'s bought
before Christmas will be back-
ed with TAW'S' 4-year warranty -
at no charge. 1980 Zenith 25"
color t.v. consoles start at
$599.95 with trade. Sisson's
Zenith, t.v.'s are our only
business. 19 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
382-2174.
Wanted responsible party to
take up small monthly payment
on 25- color t.v., Warranted.
Clayton's - I & B Music. 753-
/575.
28. Mob. Home Rents
For sale or rent 12x60 Two
bedroom, bath and a half, fully
furnished. See Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court
For rent Two bedroom and 3
bedroom trailers in Shady Oaks
Trailer Court. 489-2611.
One bedroom mobile home
located 2 miles east of Murray
753-5793
Small attractive 2 bedroom
mobile home, located behind
'private residence in Murray.
Ideal for single girl $110 per
month. $110 deposit 753-
9829
Trailer for rent. Highway 94
East. 10 miles from Murray
Two bedrooms, gas heat, air
conditioned, and furnished
753-6324.
Two bedroom furnished mobile
home on 1,2 acre private lot.
Completely carpeted. Central
• heat and air. $100 deposit.
$120 per month rent. Call 753-
3534.
Two bedroom mobile home
Call after 5 pm 4/4.8805
29. Heating-Cooling 
Air conditioner covers, $1.99 to
$3.99. Wallin Hardware, Paris
• Electric heaters. Automatic
with fan forced air, 1320 watt.
$14.99; 1500 watt, $18.0.
• Wallin Hardware. Paris. 
30.1-Csiness Rental
For rent: f000 square foot.
Southside Shopping Center.
next to Jim's Shoe Outlet., Call
753-6612.
One stall with room for one car
and body shop for rent. 753-
5618.
Want to rent 3 bedroom apart-
ment or house Call 753-$574
ask for Jack Gibbs
32. Apts. For Rent
For rent furnished apartment
at New Concord. $80 per mon-
th Call 436-2427
One bedroom furnished apart-
ment. close to University. Call
753-741.8 after 4 prh.
Two bedroom duplex. new,
available at once. $250 per
month. C/II 753-9240,.
Two bedroom duplex apart-
ment with fireplace. $265 plus
deposit No pets. Call 753-
6329. 
34. Houses For Rent
Two bedroom house. Ili rfilis
on 641 South, $200 per mon-
th. 153-8681. 
Three bedroom house near
Kentucky Lake. Completely fur-
nished. washer .and dryer a-
chided. Deposit required. Call
after 5 pm, 753-8964.
Two bedroom house, stove and
refrigerator. No pets. Available
now. Married couple $160.
153-3942. 







Six killer hogs ranging in
weight from 250-450. Phone
436-5812 after 6:30 pm.
Wheat straw for sale, $1.25
bate_ Call 901-247-5335 after 6
pm
38. Pets-Supplies
AKC Alaskan Malamute pup-
pies. Nice pets or guard dogs
$125 and up. 753-9390.
Boarding and grooming for
Christmas holidays. We board




For sate: Blue and red Heeler
pups. Excellent stock dogs. .8
weeks old Dec. 25th. Shown by
appointment only. (502) 886-
4719.
Fox hounds, one 21'2 year old,
4'2 year old, 4 puppies, 10
weeks old. Western saddle and
bridle; 30 gallon hot water
heater, cabinet top; typing
machine. 753-5618.
Pre-Christmas Sale. All types
grooming were $12.00 now
$10.00. By appointment. Con-
nie Lampe. 436-2510.
Saint Bernard puppies, AKC





L 105 N. 12th
Want a Farm?
95 Acres about 50 open.






ly $85,000. Only it mile
E. of Ledbetter
Church Rd. on Hwy.
1346. Call Today.
New Home
3 Bedroom, 2 bath,
den, living room, heat
pump and central air,
fireplace, located at
815 Bagwell close to
shopping center. Pric-





Cot 141112111 a...L I •
ft.tiver
Nppral,.•!
'401 474-2482i 2 I.i
ti4witi Fulton 11,•nri
Clean-up shop and 6 acres on
641 North. Call 753-8615.
Doctor or nurse.. .worried about
getting to work this winter
when the ice and snow comes?
Need a phone in your car? Have
a pet, but no place to put it?
Like a large work room away
from it alt for those rare spare
moments? We have a solution
for you For the complete pic-
ture, call 753-1492...Offered







Different strokes for different
folks. .modern tri-level 4
bedroom. 2 bath home with
.central heat and air, family
room, eat-in kitchen, large
utility room .situated on PI
acre lot m-I . Priced -in the
$40 . s...Phone 753-




Insurance & Real Estate
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451
Four bedroom home on wooded
lot in city school district. Den.
17x24 with fi.eplace and wet
bar, 2 full baths. For more in-
formation ca li Pordom & Thur-
man. 753-4451
For sale. 711 Elm Street, three
bedroom home, full _baseme
large living room with
fireplace, dining room, central
heat and air, garage, nice lot,
near hospital school, and
downtown. Possesion in 15
days from deed Galloway Real-










and family room with
built-ins. Outside
storage - large wood-
working shop, fenced
in backyard with plen-
ty of shade. Priced in
the $30's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222
for full time Real





This 3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick has what it takes
for those who enjoy en-
tertaining friends and
family. For those long
winter nights, there is




with bath. Add a nice
patio, 2 car garage,






Walls, windows, floors and carpets, gutters. Free




WA I 1 ,d 611 
This makes house sense! For
the active family who wants a
really functional home. here's
your opportunity.. 3 bedrooms.
2 baths. fully equipped kit-
chen...A good place to raise a
family.. Call 7 5 3 -






This four bedroom, 2
bath home is complete
with a large en-
tertainment and
family oriented den.
You can truly enjoy
this winter by the
large oval gas log
fireplace and not have





1222. We are members
of the Multiple Listing
Service.
T.L.C.
Tender Loving Care is
evident when you in-
spect this 3 bedroom, 2
bath home. The great
location is ideal for
your family, in the city
school district. Low
utility bills are




opening on to the patio
make this a home
you'll love to call your
own. Owner being
transferred. Priced in
the $50's. Phone Kop-
perud Realty, 753-1222.
44. Lots For Sale
Corner lot in Canterbury. Call
753-0738. 
45. Farms For Sale
42 Acre farm, good tendable
land, good location with land
on both sides of 4 lane. Good
house 3 outbuildings. Call 153-
8615: -
47. Motorcycles
1973 Harley Davidson Sprint,
$125. Call after 5, 436-5549.
1978 Honda Express. 100
miles to the gallon. ideal for
teenagers. $210. 767-2459.
1978 Yamaha DT-125, extra
low nules, excellent condition
nt.,_$600,-7-53-9620,
Yamaha Eoduro 100, is street
legal, turn signals and lights.
Never ridden, due to illness.
May be seen Yamaha Dealer,
East 94. Sharp!
48. Auto. Services
Snow tires for cars and most
pickup trucks. Plain or studd-
ed. Studded tires only $4 extra
if you buy early. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris. '
4i:Auto. Services
For sale Four Keystone Classic
mag wheels with four Tiger-
paw 70 tires Call 435-4181
after 6 pm
Tire sale! Coopers best 4-ply
Polyester white wall. 12-32
tread depth. 7 rib with 120
tread wear level 478x13-.
$22.55 plus 132 FEL
E78x14-, $26.10 plus 2.20
FIT. F78x14-. $26.97 plus
2.32 FIT, G18x14'• or 15".
$28,83 plus 2.54 FIT,
H78x14- or 15-, $30.02 plus
2.16 FIT; 1.18x15-, $32.21
































1971 Audi 100-LS, a-c. good
gas mileage, local one owner.
$1000. 753-9520 after 5 pm.
A little Dodge cold, $350. Runs
good, good tires. Call 767-
2455.
1974 Brougham LTD, good con-
dition, $800 Call 753-8361
1976 Blue 2801 Datsun, 4-
speed. 753-7655.
1979 Sougar XRT, white, ex-
cellent demo, never been sold.
Full yiarranty..'all the extras,
low, low miles. Would pass as a
brand new car. Parker Ford,
753-5273.
For sale: 1973 Cutlass S. 350,
good condition, factory mags.
$1300. 753-9872 anytime.
For sale: 1973 Ford LTD
Brougham, ps, pb. air, 4-door,
new tires. Call 753-2715 after
4 pm.
1976 Ford Explorer pickup
Automatic, power and air, AM-
FM radio with tape player,
Michelin steel belted radials,
topper, 52.000 miles. Very
clean! Phone 753-3456 days,
753-5402 nights, or see at
1202 Dogwood Drive.
1979 Firebird, white Trans-Am,
local one Owner trade-in. Low
miles, all the factory options.
Price• reduced for quick sale Of
trade. A car for pride and beau-
ty. Parker Ford. 753-5273.
1978 Fairmont Squire Station-
wagon, medium blue, luggage
rack, automatic, air, ps, low
miles, blue interior. Factory
demo, never been sold. Price
reduced for quick sale. We will
warranty. Parker Ford, 753-
52/3. 
1972 LTD wagon, seats 10,
sleeps 5, holds 1  ton. Good
condition. Will guarantee.
$875. 753-7231.
Must sell! 1973 MG Midget.
$900. Call 753-3984.
Triumph convertibles, good
engines, combined to make
one. Pair, $325. 767-2459. 
1976 Vega GT stationwagon.
36.000 actual miles. Call 753-
7853.
49 Used Cars 
r ,yor.,oth Satellite Gold
318 excellent gas mileage
good reliable car, many extras
$600 753-4879
1177 Trans Am, brews,
geld pia stripe, T-t.,, T-
A WO. $5000. C.all 
7539635.
-
Would like to sell 1974
Mustang Hatchback 489-2276
1979 1-28 Camaro, red. 8,000
miles, excellent condtton,
$6800. Call 474-2327 alter 6
PM _
50. Used Trucks
1967 Chevrolet 1 2 ton pickup.
$500 Call 761-4027
1964 Chevy van for sale. $350
436-2658.
For sale 1979 CJ-5 Renegade
Call 753-3938
1979 Jeep Renegade. excellent
condition. 753-6802 or 436-
5366.
1978 Jeep Cherokee Chief,
power, automatic, air, cruise,
tilt, back defroster, electric
back window, quadrotrac. AM-
FM stereo, fully carpeted,
white spoke wheels with new
tractor AT Goodyear tires. Blue
with black stripping. $6300.
489-2666.
Sacrafice 1973 Ford 34 ton
truce. Rebuilt, 6 cylinder
engine has less than 1,000
miles. Automatic, power steer-
lag and brakes, AM-FM radio,
looks and -drives' good-.---: Ex-
cellent mechanical condition.
Will take $1500 or best offer.
Call Lori at 753-5901 or see at
700 Meadow Lane. 
51. Campers 
1973 Starcraft pop-up. 753-
3938.
12' Timberwolfe camper with
propane gas stove and ice box.
Sleeps four. 492-8586. 
53. Services Offered
ALL TYPES home remodeling
and maintenance. References
Guarenteed work. Free
estimates. Call 753-8948 or
753-2501 after 5 pm.
Byers Brothers & Son-General
home remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding, gutters, and
roofing. Call 1-395-4967 or 1-
362-4895. • -
Carpentry service. Whatever
your needs, old or new, quality
work. Call 753-0565.
Carpet cleaning, at reasonable
rates. Prompt and efficient ser-
vice. Custom Carpet Care. 489-
2774.
53. Services Offered
Carpet • cleaning free
estimates satisfied references
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean-
ing Call Lees Carpet Cleaning
753-5827
Concrete and block work Block
garages. basements driveways
walks. patios steps, free
estimates 753-5476
Do you need stumps removed
from your yard or land cleared
of stumps° We can remove •
stumps up to 24 below the
ground. leaving only sawdust
and chips. Call for free
estimate. Steve Shaw 753-






Fence Sales at Sears now. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate's for your needs.
Fireplace and chimney 'brick
repair. -Fireplace inserts and
stoves, made to order. Brick
house pointing. Call after 6
pm. 436-2855.
Guttering by Sears. Sears con-
tinous gutters installed per
your specifications. Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimates.
Insulation blown in by Sears,
save on these high heating and
cooling bills. Call Sears. 753-
2310, for free estimates.
Licensed electrician. Prompt.
efficient service. reasonable
rates. Call Ernest-White. 753-- _ -
0605.
Licinsed Electrician and gas In-
stallation, heating installation
and repairs. Call 753-7203.
Painting • Paperhanging. Com-






Roof leaking? We have the pro-
ducts for these Jobs. Apply on
wet or dry roof. Also de-icer for
commercial use. Call John M.
Morgan, Hazel, KY. for survey.
492-8161 or 492-8696. 
Wet basement? We make Wet_
basements dry, work comprtetf-
ly guarenteed. Call or write
Morgan Cons,' uction Co.,
Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
KY 42001, or call day or night,
1-442-7026. 
56. Free Column




6. •Heritage 'a •
Gourmet
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Mrs Jennie Poyner. widow
of Coles Poyner. died Friday
at 9:01 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She was 83 years of age and a
resident of Mayfield Route 7.
Survivors include one
daughter, Mrs. Marie Adair,
Des Moines, Iowa; two sons.
W. D. Poyner. Mayfield Route
1, and James Poyner, Santa
Monica, Calif.; two brothers,
0. J. Puckett and Willie
Puckett, Mayfield; half
brother. Billy Joe Puckett,
Murray; nine grandchildren;
12 great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield, with the Rev. Harry
Nall officiating. Burial will
follow in the Boydsville
Cemetery in Graves County.
Final Rites Held
For Mrs. Gallman
Final rites for Mrs_ °ma H
GaUrnan. widow of George It..
Gallman, Jr.. were held
Sunda) at 1 30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. E. Rabatin officiating
Pallbearers were Mark and
Kirk Johnson, Calvin and
Vince Harrell, and Len and E.
J. Gilley. Burial was in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Mrs. Gallman, 83. 1504
Belmont, died Friday at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. She was a
member of the First
Presbyterian Church,
Murray. .•
She is survived by ohe
daughter. Mrs. Jesse L.
Mary Lou ) Johnson, 1202
Kirkwood, Murray; brother-
in-law, Adolph Gallman,
Evansville, Ind.; four gran-
dchildren; seven great
grandchildren.
Services Held Here For Mrs. Moroski
The funeral for Mrs. Lona
Calhoun Moroski of Murray
Route 6 was held Sunday at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the Max
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Gerald Owen of-
ficiating and the Sugar Creek
Baptist Church providing the
music.
Pallbearers were Buel and
Howard Morgan, Max and
Jerry Sanders, Talmadge
Sims. and Euin Calhoun,
nephews. Burial was in the
Elm Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Moroski, 60, died
•Priday at 11:30 a.m. at the
Long Term Care Unit of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She retired Sept. 14,
1974 from the Arland
Department Store, Warren,
Mich., and was a member of
the Highland Park Baptist
Church, Highland Park, Mich.
, She was born March 18,
1919, in Calloway County to the
late William Ether Calhoun





Sanders, Farmington Route 1,
and Mrs. Tom (Bertha)
Overcast, Murray Route 6;
one brother. ,Lonnie Calhoun
and his wife, Frances, Far-
mington Route 1; several
nieces and nephews.
For Your Shopping Convenience








Mrs. Grace Cella, mother of
Dr. Ronald Cella of Murray,
died Saturday at the Green
Valley Nursing Home,
Carrollton. She was 72 years of
age and a resident of 806 Fifth
Street, Carrollton.
The deceased had taught
sahool for 34 years with 2242
years being as teacher of
Latin. She was a.member of
the Carrollton Christian'
Church, Carrollton Woman's
Club, Port William Historical
Society, and the Retired
Teachers Association. Mrs.
Cella was a graduate of
Kentucky Wesleyan College.
Survivors include her
mother, Mrs. Stella Supplee,
Carollton ; one son, Dr. Ronald
Cella and his wife, Doris,
Murray; three grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 11 a.m. at the
Carrollton Christian Church'
with burial to follow in the
Carollton 100F Cemetery
there.
Friends may call from 4 to 9




For Finos E. Brown
Funeral services for Finos
E. (Gus) Brown will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Brown, 74, died Wed-
nesday at ,the Hurley Medical
Center, Flint, Mich.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs.- Gertrude Clendenen_
Brown, Flint, Mich.; step
daughter, Thelma Thornie;
step son, Jack Thomie; four
sisters, Mesdames E. E.
Spaulding, Vernon Hart, Lillie





Mrs. Charles R. ( Evalee
Wilkerson ) Lane died Friday
at 11:30 p.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
She was 65 years of age and a
resident of 1465 Meacham
Lane, Paducah.
The deceased was a native
of Graves County, and was the
daughter of the late Jim and
Emma Wilkerson. She was
preceded in death by a
brother, Fred Wilkerson of
Calloway County. Her church
membership was at Oaklawn
Baptist.
She is survived by her
husband; one daughter, Miss
Patsy Lane, and one son.
Charles Lee Lane, Paducah:
three sisters, Mrs. Homer
Shemwell and Mrs. Lee
Allcock, Paducah, and Mrs.
Onedia George, Mayfield;
three brothers. Paul and Ra)
Wilkerson, Paducah, and
Harry Wilkerson, Benton.
Mrs. Lane is also survived
by a sister-in-law, Mrs. Fred
Daythel ) Wilkerson, Far-
mington Route 1. Coldwater.
and several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at 1 p.m. at the chapel of
the Roth Funeral Home.
Paducah, with the Rev. Jerry
Barron officiating.
Pallbearers are Roy Heath.
Phillip (Jigs Walker, Edward
Jones, Bill Haynes, Peter
Frazier, and Bill 0McClard.
active; Gary and - Dub
Vaughn. Wayne Glisson. Clay
Elrod, and Eddie Cornwell.' -




Federal-State Market N.-- •
December 10. 1925
Kentucky Purchase Area K..; Market
Report Include, Bu,Ing StattJns
Receipts Act 1448 Fs; 450 Barrows &
Gilts .25- 50 lower SO.% ITIOSt:!, gelid)
US 1-2200-2.30 lbs !Oa 75-40 M
US 2 200-240 lbs S.15 50-40 00
US 2-3 340-250 lbs $38 50-39 50
US 2-4 260-230 lbs
Sows
US 1-2270-300 lbs
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
US 14 450-500 lbs
US 1-3 500.000 It. -
US 2-3 300-500 it.
Boars IS 00-20 00
7-
A CHRISTMAS MUSICAL, "The Stranger In The Straw," will be p
resented by the fourth
grade music classes of Mrs. Linda Stalls at the meeting of the Parent-T
eacher Club at East
Calloway Elementary School on Tuesday, Dec. 11, at 7 p.m. All pare
nts and interested per-
sons are invited to attend.Some of the characters include, left to right, b
ottom steps, Ginger
Evans, Pam Hutson, Stuart Armstrong, second steps, Christy Mu
llinax, Tammy Jones,
standing, Shannon Slater, Patrick Gray, Trevor Coleman, Kim A
dkisson, Kim Kingins, Jen-
nifer Bates, James Dowdy, Deanne McCuiston, Nathan Marlow, and All
an McDonald.
Shower Set For Couple
Whose Home Destroyed
Matt Burke and Kellie 0%erbey rehearse a scene from
OUR TOWN a drama by Thornton Wilder which will be
presented by the Murray High School Speech and Theatre
Department on Dec. 10 and 11 at the Student Union Building
Auditorium on the Murray State campus. Admission for the
performance will be 82.00 for adults and $1.00 for children
under 12. The performance will begin at 8:00 p.m.
A household shower for
Dwaine and Nan Rogers who
lost their home and contents
by fire will be held Tuesday,
Dec. 11, at the Antioch Church,
of Christ near Browns Grove.
Hours of the shower will be
from 2 to 7 p.m.
Murray Lions Club
Plans Dinner Meet
The Murray Lions Club will
hold its annual Christmas
party on Tuesday, Dec. 11, at
the Murray High School.
A social hour will start at
6:30 p.m. followed by the
dinner and program at 7 p m.
Members are reminded to
bring their traditional gifts for
patients at the Western State
Hospital. Each gift should
have a label indicating
whether it is appropriate for a
man or woman.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon, 1..ST, today, furnished to the Mug'•
ray Ledger k Tunes by First of


















































"M" AEZ:=, anew MEM -'ii- _U
Come by Dwain Taylor Chevrolet and talk
with Mickey Boggess, one of our
salesmen. Call Mickey during the daytime
at 753-2617 or after hours at 753-6270.
Keep That Great GM Feeling
With Genuine GM Parts
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South 753-2617






















































Monday & Tuesday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Murray Holiday Inn
753-5986
